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elcome to the New York State Fire Training Program 

Confined Space Rescue 

The Department of State recognizes that providing training for paid and volunteer firefighters 
and related officials is an important part of the services it makes available. Our Office of Fire 
Prevention and Control (OFPC) places a very high priority on training because we believe it is 
essential for the men and women of the fire and emergency services in New York State. 

The Office of Fire Prevention and Control's programs include the most complete progression 
of training available today -- beginning with probationary firefighters and extending the full length 
of a firefighter's career with the fire service. While our training programs address specific fire and 
arson prevention and control issues, we also encourage expansion and improvementoflocal training 
facilities and programs in cooperation with fire companies, municipal corporations and districts. 

Based on objectives from National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1006 - Rescue 
Technician, Chapter 7. this course provides training in confined-space hazards; air monitoring and 
ventilation; space isolation techniques; personal protective equipment including, supplied air self 
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and respirators; and retrieval systems and methods. 
Practical evolutions enable the student to evaluate a specific confined-space incident and perform 
the necessary procedures to safely and effectively rescue the victim. 

Your comments and suggestions about this student manual, our training classes or any OFPC 
program are always welcome. Your input will help us build on our successes and make needed 
changes, when appropriate. 

On behalf of the citizens you serve, we want you to know that your participation and 
commitment are greatly appreciated. 

41 State Street. Albany, NY 12231·0001 

phone: (518) 474-6746 • fax: (518) 474-3240 • e-mail: fire@dos.state.ny.us • web: www.dos.state.ny.us/fire/firewww.html 





Training Policy-Firefighter Safety Training Required by the Public Safety and Health Act 

Date of Issue: 07/01/00 

An evaluation of the Office of Fire Prevention and Control's Outreach Training Programs was conducted by the New York 
State Department of Labor to determine what course components meet the initial fifteen hour and annual eight hour safety 
training required for firefighters under the Public Employees Safety and Health Act. This listing provides the approved 
time for each subject area of the designated courses. Students completing the listed courses should receive credit as 
listed below: 

COURSE# 

03 

06 

23 

24 

26 

27 

29 

Based on OSHA Safety Training Requirements 
CFR 1910.156 & CFR 1910.134 

COURSE TITLE SUBJECT AREA 

Fire Behavior and Arson Awareness General Hazard Recognition 

Ladder Company Operations General Hazard Recognition 
Fire Scene Safety 
Tool and Equipment Safety 

Total 

Commanding the Initial Response Fire Scene Safety 

Rescue Operations General Hazard Recognition 
(until 10/21/00) Fire Scene Safety 

Protective Clothing 
Tool and Equipment Safety 

Total 

Apparatus Operator- Response Safety 
Emergency Vehicle Operation Scene Safety 

Tools and Equipment 

Total 

Mask Confidence SCBA 
Recent Developments in Fire Safety 

Total 

Incident Command System General Hazard Recognition 
Response Safety 
Fire Scene Safety 

Total 

continued on reverse 

60min. 

30min. 
30min. 

3Qroio, 

90min; 

30min. 

30min. 
30min. 

15 min. 
6Qmin. 

135 min. 

60min. 
30min. 

60min, 

150 min. 

120 min. 
60min. 

180 min. 

30min. 
15min. 
45min. 

90min. 



35 Confined Space Awareness and Safety General Hazard Recognition 15min. 
Response Safety 15min. 
Fire Scene Safety 45min. 
Protective Clothing 30min. 
SCBA 15mio, 

Total 120min. 

38 Water Supply Operations General Hazard Recognition 15min. 
Response Safety 30min. 
Fire Scene Safety 45min. 
Protective Clothing 15min. 
Tool and Equipment Safety 30roio, 

Total 135 min. 

45 Introduction to Fire Officer General Hazard Recognition 30min. 

(effective 4/01/01) Fire Station Safety 30min. 
Response Safety 30min. 
Scene Safety 60min. 
Protective Clothing 3Qroio, 

Total 180 min. 

47 Rescue Technician - Basic General Hazard Recognition 30min. 
( effective 1 /1/01 ) Fire Scene Safety 30min. 

Protective Clothing 15min. 
Tool and Equipment Safety 60roio, 

Total 135 min. 

78 Apparatus Operator - Pump Response Safety 30min. 
(effective 1/1/01) Fire Scene Safety 30min. 

Tool and Equipment Safety 30roio, 

Total 90min. 

91 Basic Firefighter Subject matter in Basic Firefighter exceeds 
both the fifteen-hour initial and the eight-hour 
annual refresher safety training requirements. 

92 Intermediate Firefighter Subject matter in Intermediate Firefighter 
exceeds both the fifteen-hour initial and the 
eight-hour annual refresher safety training 
requirements. 

93 Advanced Firefighter Subject matter in Advanced Firefighter meets 
the eight-hour annual refresher safety training 
requirement. 

80 
81 Refresher Courses To be determined at the local level after the 
82 content of the presentation has been evaluated. 
83 

Current Revision: 04/24/02 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Overview 

The responsDilities of emergency personnel during a rescue are to safely and 
effidently use available equipment to complete their assigned task. With a good 
awareness and understancfirig of the personal safety hazards that may be present at any 
emergency scene, emergency personnel will be better equipped to prevent needless death 
and injuries once they amve on the scene. Firefighters, thrust into a rescue mode at the 
scene, will therefore be better able to perforna the necessary operations witJl a minimum 
of risks to themselves and those being rescued. 

This course provides knowledJe in the specialized nature of confined space 
emergency rescue situations and provides in-depth training in the principles and 
techniques that must be employed at the emergency scene. This training enables the 
student to: recognize a confined space incident; understand the concepts involved in 
proper planning for these types of incidents; and be able to perform entry level rescue 
activities. 

Because this course is intended to be an advanced, rescue level program and is 
based upon the expectation of the student having received certain prior training, the 
following courses must be taken prior to attending this program: 

Course 02 - Firefighting Essentials 
Course 24 - Rescue Operations 
Course 35 - Confined Space: Awareness and Safety 

Some specific confined space rescue situations may require additional expertise 
so it is also recommended that the following courses be taken by students assigned to 
this type of rescue: 

Course 15 - Accident Victim Extrication Training 
Course 27 - Mask Confidence 
Course 28 - Firefighter Safety &: Survival 
Course 29 - Incident Command System 
Course 31 - Hazardous Materials: First Responder Operations 
Course 32 - Hazardous Materials: Technician 

The six hour Confined Space: Awareness and Safety course consists of two 
lessons with each lesson being three hours in length. The course consists of classroom 
instruction with student activities in both lessons one and two. 
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The actual course breakdown is as follows: 

Unit 1 - Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

1. l Introduction & Registration 
1.2 Rescue Knots 
1.3 Overview of the Problem 
1.4 Regulations & Standards 
1.5 FD Confined Space Response Plans 
1.6 Rescue ICS 
1.7 Personal Protective Equipment 

Unit 2 - Confined Space Rescue Hazards 

2.1 Review of Unit 1 and Knot Review 
2.2 Confined Space Hazards 
2.3 Air Quality 
2.4 Space Isolation 
2.5 Psychological Aspects of CS Rescue 

Unit 3 - Confined Space Rescue Equipment 

3.1 Review of Unit 2 & Knot Review 
3.2 Communications 
3.3 Rope, Hardware and Mechanical Advantage Systems 
3.4 Tripods & Ladder Rescue Systems 
3.5 Harnesses 
3.6 Victim Packaging 

Unit 4 - Confined Space Rescue Equipment (Practical) 

4.1 Review of Unit 3 & Unit 4 Briefing 
4.2 Tripods & Ladder Rescue Systems (Practical) 
4.3 Rope Systems (Practical) 

Unit 5 - Confined Space Horizontal Evolutions 

5.1 Review of Unit 4 & Unit 5 Briefing 
5.2 Horizontal Evolutions (Practical) 

Unit 6 - Confined Space Vertical Evolutions 

6.1 Review of Unit 5 & Unit 6 Briefing 
6.2 Vertical Evolutions (Practical) 

Unit 7 - Confined Space Combination Evolutions

7.1 Review of Unit 6 & Unit 7 Briefing 
7.2 Vertical/ Horizontal Evolutions (Practical) 
7 .3 Final Written Exam 
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Unit 1: 

Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Lesson 2: Rescue Knots 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Introduction 

Knot tying is a skill. The knots learned in this lesson must be practiced by each 
individual team member to ensure that they can tie any of the needed knots without 
mistake or delay. AD team members must be able to tie all knots used by the team. 

A rescue team should rely on a small selection of knots that do their jobs well. 
By standardizing the knots used, there will be fewer knots for the team members to 
learn. During a rescue, checking the knot is much easier· since a particular knot will be 
expected at a given position. This lesson utilizes the most common name for a given knot 
although the same knot may be known by several names. 

The knots for rope rescue which are used throughout this course are; 

Figure eight family of knots 
Simple Figure of 8 
Figure of 8 on Bight 
Figure of 8 Follow Through Loop 
Figure of 8 Bend - Join 2 Ropes 
Double Loop Figure of 8 

Other rope knots 
Double Fisherman 
Prusik Hitch 
Overhand Knot 
Safety Knot 
Munter Hitch 
Square Knot 
Butterfly Knot 
Wristlet Knot 

Webbing knots 
Overhand knot 
Water Knot 
Mariner's Knot 

What Makes A Good Knot

Strength 

The strength of a knot refers to how much the knot will weaken the rope. Bending 
weakens a rope and knots are tight bends. The following table of relative strengths 
(Figure 1.2-1) shows the strength of a rope with a particular knot in it and is given as a 
percentage of the strength of that rope without the knot. 
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Figure 1.2-1 

Relative Strength Of Knots For Single Kemmantle Rope 

Strength in lbs. Percent Lost 
NoI<not 100% 
Cove Hitch 60%to65% 
Bowline 70% toi'5% 
Control Rope 10,705 
Control Web 4,800 

Bends 
Double Fisherman's Knot 8,440 21% 
Figure 8 Bend (Flemish Bend) 8,640 19% 

Figure 8 Loop (with a bight) 8,560 20% 
Figure 8 Loop (follow through) 8,640 19% 
Double Figure 8 Loop 8,820 18% 
figure 9 Loop 9,760 9% 
Inline Figure 8 Loop 8,000 25% 
Butterfly Knot 8,000 25% 
Bowline 7,180 33% 
Overhand Loop (with a bight) 9,060 15% 
Overhand Double Loop 7,900 26% 

Rape With A Loop In It(*)
Figure 8 Loop 6,960 35% 
Inline Figure 8 Loop 6,280 41% 
Butterfly Loop 7,360 31% 

KnotslnWeb 

Water Knot 3,060 36% 
Overhand Loop 3,120 3.5% 
Figure 8 Loop (with a bight) 3,360 30% 
Figure 8 Loop (follow through) 3,560 26% 
Web Slings 
Water Knot-Single Loop 5,700 
Water Knot-Double Loop 12,920 
Water Knot-Triple Loop 22,860 

(*) Rope pulled end to end 

Dressing a knot 

Neatness counts when tying a knot Making the rope run smoothly without any 
extra bends or twists is called "dressing" the knot. When you dress the knot, it is 
stronger and easier to check. 
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Securing a knot 

Some knots, like the double fisherman and water knot, tend to be self-locking. 
Some knots, like the bowline, l:N not particularly secure and tend to loosen when loaded 
Because of this, the bowline has been eliminated from the knot selection for this course. 

Rescue Knots 

Knots are grouped according to what they do. The most common knot family is 
the Figure 8 family of knots. In webbing, knots based on ovemand family look best. 
These knots have been chosen because of ease of use, as well as the minimal loss in 
strength the knot puts on the rope and webbing. 

As part of this course, all students will tie the following; 

Simple Figure of 8 (Figure 1.2-2) 

This knot is the basis for the other figure 8 knots. It is also commonly used as a 
stopper knot. 

Figure 1.2-2 

Figure of 8 on Bight (Figure 1.2-3) 

This is a strong knot and is less bulky than double loop figure 8. It is used 
primarily for anchor systems and for attaching into the rope. 

Figure 1.2-3 
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Figure of 8 Follow Through Loop (Figure 1.2-4) 

This knot is used to tie around an anchor and tie into a harness when the loop in 
the rope cannot be put over or through the object (although we usually use a figure 8 on 
bight or double loop figure 8 with a carabiner). 

Figure of 8 Bend - Join 2 Ropes (Figure 1.2-5) 

Used to join 2 ropes together. 

Figure 1.2-5 
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Double Loop Figure of 8 (Figure 1.2-6) 

This is a strong knot and the double loop reduces wear and strength loss from 
the rope being bent around a carabine�. It adjusts easily and is a versatile knot for 
anchor systems. It works well for anchor systems having two, three, or more points 
and the seH-equalizing and omni-directional effidency of the knot is increased when it is 
tied in rope rather than web. lbis knot can be tied at the end of the main line, or you can 
use a separate anchor rope or webbing loop. 

Figure 1.2-6 

Double Fisherman Knot (Figure 1.2-7) 

Used to connect two ropes or to make a rope into a loop. It is a strong, self
locking, very secure knot. This knot is primarily used with prusik cord in this course. 

Figure 1.2-7 

:: 

L 
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Prusik Hitch (Figure 1.2-8) 

Used to secure a prusik cord to a rope. The knot holds when loaded but slides 
whenloose. 

Figure 1.2-8 

Overhand Knot (Figure 1.2-9) 

Good choice for use with webbing. Is also used as a back-up or safety knot with 
rope. 

Figure 1.2-9 
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Safety Knot (Hali Double Fisherman) 

Used as a back-up/safety knot with rope. 

Munter Hitch (Figure 1.2-11) 

Used in place of the figure 8 plate as a belay device. 

Figure 1.2-11 

= � 
==::t� 

MostOosedPosition MostOpenPosition Tied Off 
(Maximum FrictiOll) «.east Friction) 
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Square Knot (Figure 1.2-12) 

Used in some victim packaging systems. 

Figure 1.2-12 

Butterfly Knot (Figure 1.2-13) 

Used to create a loop in the middle of the rope. Often used for attachment of 
removal devices or victims to the rescue rope. 

Figure 1.2-13 

1 
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Wristlet Knot (Figure 1.2-14) 

Used to attach the rope to the victim's wrists or ankles. lbis knot can be quickly 
made in the middle of the rope and unties by pulling on the ends. 

Figure 1.2-14 
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Water Knot (Figure 1.2-15) 

Used.with webbing. The knot is secured by tying an overhand safety lmot on 
each side of water knot unless you set the knot very tightly before use. 

Figure 1.2-15 
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Mariner's Knot (Figure 1.2-16) 

Actually a knot system that can be released under load. It is primarily used to 
connect brake Gibbs or prusiks to an �chor. H you need to release a Gibbs or prusik 
while it is still under load, such as when it is holding a system, the Mariners' knot will 
free the Gibbs or prusik. To mttie the knot while it is under load, start by unclipping and 
removing the carabiner (the loose one) and push the loop back through the web; opposite 
of how you tied the knot. Start unwrapping the web carefully. As the web starts to 
slide, let the load transfer gently onto the Figure 8 plate. 

Figure 1.2-16 
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Unit 1: 

Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Lesson 2: Rescue Knots 
APPENDIX 
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Knot Pradical Skills 

Name: __________ _ 

Individual Knots: 

Simple Figure of 8 

Figure of 8 on Bight 

Figure of 8 Follow Through Loop 

Figure of 8 Bend -Join 2 Ropes 

Double Loop Figure of 8 

In Line Figure 8 Loop 

Double Fisherman 

Prusik Hitch· 

Overhand Knot 

Safety Knot (Half Dbl. Fisherman) 

Munter Hitch 

Square Knot 

Butterfly Knot 

Wristlet Knot 

Water Knot 

Mariner's Knot 

Date: _I _I __ 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete I Incomplete 
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Unitl 

Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Lesson 3: Overview of the Problem 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Introduction to confined space 

Virginia Beach, Vuginia. .... One worker and one firefighter killed during a rescue 
attempt from a ship hold. 

Binghamton, New York. .... One worker killed, 14 firefighters injured during a rescue 
attempt from an underground sewer pipe. 

Ellaiclge, MaryJand ..... Two workers killed, one firefighter injured during a rescue 
attempt from an add tank. 

Phoenix, Arizona ..... One worker and 1 firefighter killed, 14 other firefighters injured 
during a rescue attempt from an above ground storage tank. 

Anchorage, Alaska. .... One worker killed, 9 firefighters injured during a rescue attempt 
from an aircraft fuel delivery truck. 

Bristol, New Hampshire ..... One worker and 3 firefighters killed during a rescue attempt 
from a 43 foot well. 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania ..... One firefighter and two paramedics killed during a rescue 
attempt from a septic tank. 

Different cities, different fire departments and different rescues. All different 
but all sharing the same results - deaths and injuries occurred to would-be rescuers. If 
you look closely at these incidents you will see there is something in common. All of 
these deaths and injuries occurred while these departments were performing a rescue 
from a silent but deadly killer - a confined space. 

The problem 

The US Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) statistics show there are almost 240,000 establishments with approximately 
4.8 million permit required confined spaces. These spaces must be entered on occasion 
to perform maintenance work and ottier necessaiy tasks. It is estimated that there are 
about 1.6 million workers who enter these spaces. 

Confined spaces can contain many different types of hazards and accidents can 
and do happen OSHA accident statistics show there are an average of 67 deaths per 
year in permit required confined spaces. Of particular interest is that some studies show 
up to 60 percent of these deaths are to would-be rescuers. These would-be rescuers 
consist of co-workers as well as firefighters, police officers and the like. In addition to 
the fatalities, there are an estimated 5900 lost workday accidents and 7000 non-lost 
workday accidents. 

Because of these statistics, OSHA 29 CFR 1910.146- Permit Required Confined 
Spaces for General Industry was adopted and became effective on April 15, 1993. It is 
estimated that the enforcement of this standard will reduce fatalities, injuries and 
illnesses by 85 percent. 
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Unitl 

Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Lesson 4: Regulations and Standards 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Regulations and standards 

The regulations pertaining to confined space entry and rescue are contained in 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.146- Permit Required Confined Spaces for General Industry. While 
this regulation does not cover all mcfustries, fire service response to confined space 
rescue is covered here. Some industries that are specifically excluded are agriculture, 
telecommunication, construction and shipyard employment. 

Included in the standard are definitions, �t requirements, job ctescriptions 
and duties of the various functions including attendant, entrant and entry supervisor, 
rescue service requirements and training �ents. A copy of this standard, as well 
as 29 CPR 1910.147 - Control of Hazarcfous Energy Source (Lockout / Tagout), are 
included at the end of this lesson. 

Definitions 

A confined space is a space that: 

• is large enough and so configured so someone can bodily enter and work,

• has limited or restricted means for entry or exit; and

• is not designed for continuous occupancy.

Examples of confined spaces may include tanks, vessels, silos, storage bins, 
hoppers, vaults, manholes and pits. 
A permit required confined space means a confined space that has one or more of the 
following characteristics: 

• contains or has the potential to contain a hazardous abnosphere;

• contains a material that has the potential to engulf an entrant;

• has an internal configuration such that an entrant could be entrapped or
asphyxiated by inwardly converging walls or by a floor which slopes
downward and tapers to a smaller cross-section; or

• contains any other recognized serious safety or health hazard.

An attendant means an individual stationed outside the space who monitors the 
entrants and conditions within and outside the space. 

An entrant is the person who passes through an opening into a space. Entry is 
considered to have occurred when any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an 
opening into the space. 

An entry supervisor is the person in charge of the operation where persons enter 
confined spaces. 'This may be the incident commander or the rescue officer. 
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In a confined space rescue situation, all three of the above mentioned positions 
will be filled by rescue personnel. They may be refeITed to by different names but the 
fact remains that each one of these functions are vital to the safe completion of a rescue 
operation. 

Rescue and emergency services 

Paragraph K of the standard details the requirements for rescue and emergency 
services. All employers (except for those mentioned earlier) who have permit required 
confined spaces where workers enter are required to provide for rescue services. This 
may be accomplished with the use of an in..fiouse or on-site team or with an agreement 
with an outside or off-site team. This is in addition to the requirement for non-entry 
retrieval systems that must be in place unless it creates a greater hazard to the entrant or 
would not be effective. 

H fire deparbnents are going to provide confined space rescue services, OSHA 
1910.146 requires fire departments to train their personnef in the following areas: 

• personal protective equipment and rescue equipment neces.YrY for making
rescues from confined spaces;

• any areas where duties are assigned so that the employee will have the
necessary understanding, knowledge and skills for the safe performance of the
rescue;and

• simulated rescues from actual or representative confined spaces.

More specifically this would include (but is not limited to) training in : 
• fire department confined space response plans;
• personal protective equipment including SCBA and airline systems;
• atmospheremonito� equipment;
• retrieval systems including tripods and rope systems;
• ventilation of confined spaces;
• First aid and CPR;
• space isolation (lockout - tagout) procedures; and
• proper removal techniques in a variety of rescue scenarios - actual hands on

removal of mannequins or persons.

Ha fire department agrees to perform rescue services for a specific site, they 
must be informed of the hazards and provided with access to the space for planning 
and training purposes. In addition, it is recommended that an agreement be reached with 
those responsible for the site with regards to the specific conditions under which the 
services will be provided. 
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Other OSHA regulations pertaining to confined space rescue 
The following OSHA standards can impact the ability of the fire deparbnent to 

provide rescue services depending on the level of response provided. Most of these have 
already affected the fire service so compliance shoula not, in most cases, be a major 
issue. Departments mntemplating providing confined space rescue services will need to 
review tnese standards to ensw-e compliance. 

OSHA 29 CPR 1910.133 - Eye and Face Protection 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134- Respiratory Protection (Includes requirements for 

physical examination and fit testing) 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.135 -Occupational Head Protection 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.136 -Occupational Foot Protection 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 - Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency 

Response 

OSHA 29 CPR 1910.1030- Bloodbome Pathogens 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.147 - Control of Hazardous Energy (Lockout/Tagout) 

Additional recommended standards 
The following recommended standards provide information to assist in properly 

selecting equipment and developing SOP's and programs. Some of these standards are 
referenced in the OSHA standards so they (or portions thereof) may need to be 
complied with. 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
ANSI .ZSS.2-1980 - Practices for Respirator Protection 
ANSI z.88.2-1992 - Respiratory Protection 
ANSI 2117.1-1989- Safety Requirements for Confined Spaces 

National Fire Protection Association (NFP A) 
NFP A 1404 - Fire Department Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 

Program 
NFPA 1500 - Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program 
NFP A 1521 - Fire Department Safety Officer 
NFPA 1581 - Fire Department Infection Control Program 
NFP A 1981 - Open-circuit Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus for Fire 

Fighters 
NFP A 1982 - Personal Alert Safety Systems (PASS) for Fire Fighters 
NFP A 1983 - Fire Service Life Safety Rope 
NFPA 328 - Control of Flammable and Combustible Llquids and Gasses 

in Manholes, Sewers and Similar Underground 
Sb'uctures 

In addition, there may be other useful standards as indicated by the specific 
needs of the confined space site (i.e. NFPA standard for grain elevators etc.). 
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TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

Confined Space Rescue 

On April 15, 1993, the OSHA Final Rule for Permit Required Confined Spaces (29 CPR 1910.146) 
became effective and is being enforced by the New York Slate Department of Labor (DOL). In October 
1993, DOL's Public Employee Safety and Health Bureau issued guidelines to insure compliance of local 
fire department programs. 

This standard may have a substantial impact on the fire, rescue and emergency services depend
ing on the adopted level of response. Before a fire department can determine the level of rescue service 
to be provided, they must understand the standard and its requirements; determine if the service can be 
provided in a timely manner; and maintain the necessary equipment and level of training. 

Def"mition 

A confined space is a space that: 
• is large enough and configured so someone can bodily enter and work;
• has limited or restricted means for entry or exit; and
• ·is not designed for continuous occupancy.
Examples include: tanks, vessels, silos, storage bins, hoppers, vaults, manholes and pits.

A permit-required amfined space has one or more of the following characteristics:
• contains or may potentially contain a hazardous atmosphere;
• contains a material with the potential to engulf an entrant;
• has an internal configuration such that an entrant could be entrapped or asphyxiated by

inwardly converging walls or by a floor which slopes downward and tapers to a smaller
cross-section; or

• contains any other rerogniz.ed serious safety or health hazard.

Based on these definitions, many fire service response situations are considered confined space
rescues. Most fire departments have confined spaces within their jurisdiction. Also, it does not matter 
whether a particular industry (such as agriculture) has been exempted from the regulation. Rescue 
services are required to follow the applicable sections of the standard any time entry is made into a space 
meeting the OSHA definition of a permit required confined space. 

Training 

If fire departments are providing confined space rescue services, under OSHA 1910.146 person
nel must be trained in the following areas: 

• personal protective equipment and rescue equipment necessary for making confined space
rescues;

• areas where duties are assigned so the employee will have the necessary understanding,
knowledge and skills to safely perform the rescue; and

• simulated rescues from actual or representative confined spaces.

(over) 



This training must include but is not limited to: 
• fire department confined space response plans;
• personal protective equipment Jrdudfng SCBA and airline sysaems;
• atmosphere monitoring equipment;
• retrieval systems including tripods;
• mpe systems;
• A-frames and gin poles;.
• confined space ventilation;
• fint aid and CPR;
• lock out• lag out procedures; and
• proper _removal lechn1ques in a variety of rescue scenarios (actual hands on iemovaJ of

dummies, manikins or persons).
U your fire department is contacted by private industry or a munidpal government to be the 

ll!SC\le service for their amfined space entry program, give careful consideration to the impad on your 
department. Ask these questions: 

• Can we guarantee trained penoanel will be available when needed?
• U we cannot commit personnel to the site, can we ensure response within a ieasonable time?
• Do we have� who have the time to train at lhe specific sites or in representative

spaces?
• Do we have the necessary equipment (monitoring equipment and retrieval systems) avail

able?
H you answered no to any of these, avoid committing to be the primary rescue service. This does 

not mean, however, that you ue not in the confined space rescue business. U you intend to perform 
rescues only when you are called because someone is "down" in a space or you are going to bea backup 
for an in-house� then the requirements of the standard apply. You must still maintain the equip-
ment and training as specified earlier. ( 

Because many fire departments perform some level of confined space rescue, the Office of Fire \, 
Prevention and Control is developing a training program to assist local me departments in meeting the 
requirements of.1910.146. This progr� expected to be available statewide in the fall of 1994, will meet 
the standard's training requirements w:ith the exception of site specific and medical training. 

Dired questions regarding the training program to: Deputy Chief Thomas Wutz or Fire Protec
tion Specialist Brian Rousseau, Office of Fire Prevention and Control, rife Services Bureau, (518) 474-
6746. 

Questions about OSHA 1910.146 can be directed to OFPC or Mr. David Ruppert, New York State 
Department of Labor, Public Employee Safety and HeaJth Bureau , (518) 457-1263. 

Francis A. McGany 
State Fire Administrator 

March 1994 

( 



• Standard Number: 1910.146
• Standard Title: Permit-required confined spaces
• SubPart Number: J
• SubPart Title: General Environmental Controls

(a) Scope and application. This section contains requirements for practices and procedures to protect
employees in general industry from the hazards of entry into pennit-required confined spaces. This section
does not apply to agriculture, to construction, or to shipyard employment {Parts 1928, 1926, and 1915 of
this chapter, respectively).

(b) Definitions.
"Acceptable entry conditions" means the conditions that must exist in a permit space to allow entry and to
ensure that employees involved with a permit-required confined space entry can safely enter into and work
within the space.

"Attendant" means an individual stationed outside one or more permit spaces who monitors the authorized 
entrants and who performs all attendant's duties assigned in the employer's permit space program. 

"Authorized entrant" means an employee who is authorized by the employer to enter a permit space. 

"Blanking or blinding" means the absolute closure of a pipe, line, or duct by the fastening of a solid plate 
(such as a spectacle blind or a skillet blind) that completely covers the bore and that is capable of 
withstanding the maximum pressure of the pipe, line, or duct with no leakage beyond the plate. 

"Confined space" means a space that: 
(I) Is large enough and so configured that an employee can bodily enter and perform assigned work; and
(2) Has limited or restricted means for entry or exit (for example, tanks, vessels, silos, storage bins,
hoppers, vaults, and pits are spaces that may have limited means of entry.); and
(3) Is not designed for continuous employee occupancy.

"Double block and bleed'' means the closure of a line, duct, or pipe by closing and locking or tagging two 
in-line valves and by opening and locking or tagging a drain or vent valve in the line between the two 
closed valves. 

"Emergency" means any occurrence (including any failure of hazard control or monitoring equipment) or 
event internal or external to the permit space that could endanger entrants. 

"Engulfment" means the surrounding and effective capture of a person by a liquid or fmely divided 
(flowable) solid substance that can be aspirated to cause death by ftlling or plugging the respiratory system 
or that can exert enough force on the body to cause death by strangulation, constriction, or crushing. 

"Entry" means the action by which a person passes through an opening into a pennit-required confined 
space. Entry includes ensuing work activities in that space and is considered to have occurred as soon as 
any part of the entrant's body breaks the plane of an opening into the space. 

"Entry pennit {permit)" means the written or printed document that is provided by the employer to allow 
and control entry into a permit space and that contains the information specified in paragraph (t) of this 
section. 

"Entry supervisor" means the person (such as the employer, foreman, or crew chief) responsible for 
determining if acceptable entry conditions are present at a pennit space where entry is planned, for 
authorizing entry and overseeing entry operations, and for terminating entry as required by this section. 
NOTE: An entry supervisor also may serve as an attendant or as an authorized entrant, as long as that 
person is trained and equipped as required by this section for each role he or she fills. Also, the duties of 
entry supervisor may be passed from one individual to another during the course of an entry operation. 
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"Hazardous atmosphere" means an atmosphere that may expose employees to the risk of death, 
incapacitation, impaimlent of ability to self-rescue (that is, escape unaided from a permit space), injury, or 
acute illness from one or more of the following causes: 
(1} Flammable gas, vapor, or mist in excess of 10 percent of its lower flammable limit (LFL); 
(2) Airborne combustible dust at a concentration that meets or exceeds its LFL;
NOTE: This concentration may be approximated as a condition in which the dust obscures vision at a
distance of S feet (1.52 m) or less.
(3) Atmospheric oxygen concentration below 19.S percent or above 23.S percent;
(4) Atmospheric concentration of any substance for which a dose or a pennissible exposure limit is
published in Subpart G, Occupational Health and Environmental Control, or in Subpart Z, Toxic and
Hazardous Substances, of this Part and which could result in employee exposure in excess of its dose or
permissible exposure limit;
NOTE: An atmospheric concentration of any substance that is not capable of causing death, incapacitation,
impairment of ability to self-rescue, injury, or acute illness due to its health effects is not covered by this
provision.
(S) Any other atmospheric condition that is immediately dangerous to life or health.
NOTE: For air contaminants for which OSHA has not determined a dose or permissible exposure limit,
other sources of information, such as Material Safety Data Sheets that comply with the Hazard
Communication Standard, section 1910.1200 of this Part, published infonnation, and internal documents
can provide guidance in establishing acceptable atmospheric conditions.

"Hot work permit" means the employer's written authorization to perform operations (for example, riveting, 
welding, cutting, burning, and heating) capable of providing a source of ignition. 

"Immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH)" means any condition that poses an immediate or delayed 
threat to life or that would cause irreversible adverse health effects or that would interfere with an 
individual's ability to escape unaided from a pennit space. 
NOTE: Some materials -· hydrogen fluoride gas and cadmium vapor, for example - may produce 
immediate transient effects that, even if severe, may pass without medical attention, but are followed by 
sudden, possibly fatal collapse 12-72 hours after exposure. The victim "feels normal" from recovery from 
transient effects until collapse. Such materials in hazardous quantities are considered to be "immediately" 
dangerous to life or health. 

"lnerting" means the displacement of the atmosphere in a pennit space by a noncombustible gas (such as 
nitrogen) to such an extent that the resuhing atmosphere is noncombustible. 
NOTE: This procedure produces an IDLH oxygen-deficient atmosphere. 

"Isolation" means the process by which a permit space is removed from service and completely protected 
against the release of energy and material into the space by such means as: blanking or blinding; 
misaligning or removing sections of lines, pipes, or ducts; a double block and bleed system; lockout or 
tagout of all sources of energy; or blocking or disconnecting all mechanical linkages. 

"Line breaking" means the intentional opening of a pipe, line, or duct that is or has been carrying 
flammable, corrosive, or toxic material, an inert gas, or any fluid at a volume, pressure, or temperature 
capable of causing injury. 

''Non-permit confined space" means a confined space that does not contain or, with respect to abnospberic 
hazards, have the potential to contain any hazard capable of causing death or serious physical harm. 

"Oxygen deficient atmosphere'' means an atmosphere containing less than 19.5 percent oxygen by volume. 

"Oxygen enriched atmosphere" means an atmosphere containing more than 23.5 percent oxygen by 
volume. 

"Permit-required confined space (permit space)" means a confined space that has one or more of the 
following characteristics: 
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(l} Contains or has a potential to contain a haz.ardous atmosphere; 
(2) Contains a material that has the potential for engulfing an entrant;
(3) Has an internal configuration such that an entrant could be trapped or asphyxiated by inwardly
converging walls or by a floor which slopes downward and tapers to a smaller cross-section; or
( 4) Contains any other recognized serious safety or health haz.ard.

"Pennit-required confined space program (pennit space program)" means the employer's overall program 
for controlling, and, where appropriate, for protecting employees from, permit space hazards and for 
regulating employee entry into pennit spaces. 

"Permit system" means the employer's written procedure for preparing and issuing pennits for entry and for 
returning the permit space to service following tennination of entry. 

"Prohibited condition" means any condition in a permit space that is not allowed by the pennit during the 
period when entry is authorized. 

"Rescue service" means the personnel designated to rescue employees from permit spaces. 

"Retrieval system" means the equipment (including a retrieval line, chest or full-body harness, wristlets, if 
appropriate, and a lifting device or anchor) used for non-entry rescue of persons from pennit spaces. 

''Testing" means the process by which the hazards that may confront entrants of a pennit space are 
identified and evaluated. Testing includes specifying the tests that are to be perfonned in the permit space. 
NOTE: Testing enables employers both to devise and implement adequate control measures for the 
protection of authorized entrants and to determine if acceptable entry conditions are present immediately 
prior to, and during, entry. 

(c) General requirements.

( c)(I) The employer shall evaluate the workplace to detennine if any spaces are pennit-required confined 
spaces. 
NOTE: Proper application of the decision flow chart in Appendix A to section 1910.146 would facilitate 
compliance with this requirement. 

( c )(2) If the workplace contains permit spaces, the employer shall inform exposed employees, by posting 
danger signs or by any other equally effective means, of the existence and location of and the danger posed 
by the permit spaces. 
NOTE: A sign reading DANGER -- PERMIT-REQUIRED CONFINED SPACE, DO NOT ENTER or 
using other similar language would satisfy the re9uirement for a sign. 

(c)(3) If the employer decides that its employees will not enter permit spaces, the employer shall take 
effective measures to prevent its employees from entering the permit spaces and shall comply with 
paragraphs (c)(l ), (cX2), (c)(6), and (c)(8) of this section. 

(c)(4) If the employer decides that its employees will enter pennit spaces, the employer shall develop and 
implement a written pennit space program that complies with this section. The written program shall be 
available for inspection by employees and their authorized representatives. 

(c)(S) An employer may use the alternate procedures specified in paragraph (c)(5)(ii) of this section for 
entering a permit space under the conditions set forth in paragraph (c)(5Xi) of this section. 

(c)(S)(i) An employer whose employees enter a permit space need not comply with paragraphs (d) through 
(f) and (h) through (k) of this section, provided that:

(c)(S)(i)(A) The employer can demonstrate that the only haz.ard posed by the pennit space is an actual or 
potential hazardous atmosphere; 
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(c)(S)(i)(B) The employer can demonstrate that continuous forced air ventilation alone is sufficient to 
maintain that pennit space safe for entry; 

(c)(S)(i)(C) The employer develops monitoring and inspection data that supports the demonstrations 
required by paragraphs (cXS)(i)(A) and (cXS)(iXB) of this section; 

(c)(S)(i)(D) If an initial entry of the permit space is necessary to obtain the data required by paragraph 
(c)(5Xi)(C) of this section, the entry is performed in compliance with paragraphs (d) through (k) of this 
section; 

(c)(S)(i)(E) The determinations and supporting data required by paragraphs (cXS)(i)(A), (c){S)(i)(B), and 
(c)(S)(i)(C) of this section are documented by the employer and are made available to each employee who 
enters the permit space under the tenns of paragraph (c)(S) of this section or to that employee's authorized 
representative; and 

(c)(S)(i)(F) Entry into the pennit space under the tenns of paragraph (c)(5)(i) of this section is performed in 
accordance with the requirements of paragraph (c)(S)(ii) of this section. 
NOTE: See paragraph ( c )(7) of this section for reclassification of a permit space after all hazards within the 
space have been eliminated. 

{c)(S)(ii) The following requirements apply to entry into pennit spaces that meet the conditions set forth in 
paragraph {c){5)(i) of this section. 

(c)(S){ii)(A) Any conditions making it unsafe to remove an entrance cover shall be eliminated before the 
cover is removed. 

(c)(S){ii)(B) When entrance covers are removed, the opening shall be promptly guarded by a railing, 
temporary cover, or other temporary barrier that will prevent an accidental fall through the opening and that 
will protect each employee working in the space from foreign objects entering the space. 

(c)(S)(ii)(C) Before an employee enters the space, the internal atmosphere shall be tested, with a calibrated 
direct-reading instrument, for oxygen content, for flammable gases and vapors, and for potential toxic air 
contaminants, in that order. Any employee who enters the space, or that employee's authorized 
representative, shall be provided an opportunity to observe the pre-entry testing required by this paragraph. 

(c)(S)(ii)(C)(l) Oxygen content, 

(c)(S)(ii)(C){2) Flammable gases and vapors, and 

(c){S){ii)(C){3) Potential toxic air contaminants. 

(c)(S){ii)(D) There may be no hazardous atmosphere within the space whenever any employee is inside the 
space. 

(c)(S)(ii)(E) Continuous forced air ventilation shall be used, as follows: 

(c)(S)(ii)(E)(l) An employee may not enter the space until the forced air ventilation has eliminated any 
h87.81'dous atmosphere; 

{c)(S)(ii)(E)(2) The forced air ventilation shall be so directed as to ventilate the immediate areas where an 
employee js or will be present within the space and shalJ continue until alJ employees have left the space; 

(c)(S)(ii)(E)(J) The air supply for the forced air ventilation shall be from a clean source and may not 
increase the haz.ards in the space. 
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(c)(S)(ii}(F) The atmosphere within the space shall be periodically tested as necessary to ensure that the 
continuous forced air ventilation is preventing the accumulation of a hazardous atmosphere. Any employee 
who enters the space, or that employee's authorized representative, shall be provided with an opportunity to 
observe the periodic testing required by this paragraph. 

(c)(S)(ii)(G) If a hazardous atmosphere is detected during entry: 

(c)(S)(ii)(G)(l) Each employee shall leave the space immediately; 

(c)(S)(ii)(G)(l) The space shall be evaluated to determine how the hazardous atmosphere developed; and 

(c)(S)(ii)(G)(J) Measures shall be implemented to protect employees from the hazardous atmosphere 
before any subsequent entry takes place. 

(c)(S)(li)(H) The employer shall verify that the space is safe for entry and that the pre-entry measures 
required by paragraph (c)(5)(ii) of this section have been taken, through a written certification that contains 
the date, the location of the space, and the signature of the person providing the certification. The 
certification shall be made before entry and shall be made available to each employee entering the space or 
to that employee's authorized representative . 

(c)(6) When there are changes in the use or configuration of a non-permit confmed space that might 
increase the hazards to entrants, the employer shall reevaluate that space and, if necessary, reclassify it as a 
pe�it-required confmed space. 

(c)(7) A space classified by the employer as a permit-required confined space may be reclassified as a non
permit confined space under the following procedures: 

(c)(7)(i) If the permit space poses no actual or potential atmospheric hazards and if all hazards within the 
space are eliminated without entry into the space, the permit space may be reclassified as a non-permit 
confined space for as long as the non-atmospheric hazards remain eliminated. 

(c)(7)(ii) If it is necessary to enter the permit space to eliminate hazards, such entry shall be performed 
under paragraphs (d) through (k) of this section. If testing and inspection during that entry demonstrate that 
the hazards within the permit space have been eliminated, the pennit space may be reclassified as a non
permit confmed space for as long as the hazards remain eliminated. 
NOTE: Control of atmospheric hazards through forced air ventilation does not constitute elimination of the 
hazards. Paragraph (c)(S) covers pennit space entry where the employer can demonstrate that forced air 
ventilation alone will control all hazards in the space. 

(c)(7)(iii) The employer shall document the basis for determining that all hazards in a pennit space have 
been eliminated, through a certification that contains the date, the location of the space, and the signature of 
the person making the determination. The certification shall be made available to each employee entering 
the space or to that employee's authorized representative. 

(c)(7)(iv) If hazards arise within a permit space that has been declassified to a non�permit space under 
paragraph (c)(7) of this section, each employee in the space shall exit the space. The employer shall then 
reevaluate the space and determine whether it must be reclassified as a permit space, in accordance with 
other applicable provisions of this section. 

( c)(8) When an employer (host employer) arranges to have employees of another employer ( contractor) 
perform work that involves permit space entry, the host employer shall: 

(c)(8)(i) Inform the contractor that the workplace contains pennit spaces and that permit space entry is 
allowed only through compliance with a pennit space program meeting the requirements of this section; 
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(c)(8)(ii) Apprise the contractor of the elements, including the hazards identified and the host employer's 
experience with the space, that make the space in question a permit space; 

(c)(S)(iii) Apprise the contractor of any precautions or procedures that the host employer has implemented 
for the protection of employees in or near pennit spaces where contractor personnel will be working; 

(c)(S)(iv) Coordinate entry operations with the contractor, when both host employer personnel and 
contractor personnel will be working in or near permit spaces, as required by paragraph ( d)( 11) of this 
section; and 

(c)(8)(v) Debrief the contractor at the conclusion of the entry operations regarding the permit space 
program followed and regarding any hazards confronted or created in permit spaces during entry 
operations. 

(c)(9) In addition to complying with the permit space requirements that apply to all employers, each 
contractor who is retained to perform permit space entry operations shall: 

(c)(9)(i) Obtain any available information regarding pennit space hazards and entry operations from the 
host employer; 

(c)(9)(ii) Coordinate entry operations with the host employer, when both host employer personnel and 
contractor personnel will be working in or near permit spaces, as required by paragraph (d)(l l )  of this 
section; and 

(c)(9)(iii) Inform the host employer of the permit space program that the contractor will follow and of any 
hazards confronted or created in permit spaces, either through a debriefmg or during the entry operation. 

(d) Permit-required confined space program (permit space program). Under the permit space
program required by paragraph (c)(4) of this section, the employer shall:

(d)(l) Implement the measures necessary to prevent unauthorized entry; 

(d)(l) Identify and evaluate the hazards of permit spaces before employees enter them; 

(d)(3) Develop and implement the means, procedures, and practices necessary for safe permit space entry 
operations, including, but not limited to, the following: 

{d)(3)(i) Specifying acceptable entry conditions; 

(d)(3)(ii) Providing each authorized entrant or that employee's authorized representative with the 
opportunity to observe any monitoring or testing of pennit spaces; 

(d)(3){iii) Isolating the permit space; 

(d)(3)(iv) Purging, inerting, flushing, or ventilating the pennit space as necessary to eliminate or control 
atmospheric hazards; 

(d)(J)(v) Providing pedestrian, vehicle, or other barriers as necessary to protect entrants from external 
hazards; and 

(d)(3){vi) Verifying that conditions in the permit space are acceptable for entry throughout the duration of 
an authorized entry. 

(d)(4) Provide the following equipment (specified in paragraphs (d)(4)(i) through {d)(4Xix) of this section) 
at no cost to employees, maintain that equipment properly, and ensure that employees use that equipment 
properly: 
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(d)(4Xi) Testing and monitoring equipment needed to comply with paragraph (dXS) of this section; 

(d)(4Xii) Ventilating equipment needed to obtain acceptable entry conditions; 

(d)(4)(iii) Communications equipment necessary for compliance with paragraphs (hX3) and (i)(S) of this 
section; 

(d)(4)(iv) Personal protective equipment insofar as feasible engineering and work practice controls do not 
adequately protect employees; 

(d)(4Xv) Lighting equipment needed to enable employees to see well enough to work safely and to exit the 
space quickly in an emergency; 

(d)(4)(vi) Barriers and shields as required by paragraph (d)(3)(iv) of this section; 

(d)(4)(vii) Equipment, such as ladders, needed for safe ingress and egress by authorized entrants; 

(d)(4)(viii) Rescue and emergency equipment needed to comply with paragraph {d)(9) of this section, 
except to the extent that the equipment is provided by rescue services; and 

(d)(4)(ix) Any other equipment necessary for safe entry into and rescue from permit spaces. 

(d)(S) Evaluate pennit space conditions as follows when entry operations are conducted: 

(d)(S)(i) Test conditions in the pennit space to determine if acceptable entry conditions exist before entry is 
authorized to begin, except that, if isolation of the space is infeasible because the space is large or is part of 
a continuous system (such as a sewer), pre-entry testing shall be perfonned to the extent feasible before 
entry is authorized and, if entry is authoriz.ed, entry conditions shall be continuously monitored in the areas 
where authorized entrants are working; 

(d)(S)(ii) Test or monitor the permit space as necessary to determine if acceptable entry conditions are 
being maintained during the course of entry operations; and 

(d)(S)(iii) When testing for atmospheric hazards, test first for oxygen, then for combustible gases and 
vapors, and then for toxic gases and vapors. 

(d)(S)(lv) Provide each authorized entrant or that employee's authorized representative an opportunity to 
observe the pre-entry and any subsequent testing or monitoring of permit spaces; 

(dXS)(v) Reevaluate the permit space in the presence of any authoriz.ed entrant or that employee's 
authorized representative who requests that the employer conduct such reevaluation because the entrant or 
representative has reason to believe that the evaluation of that space may not have been adequate; 

(d)(S)(vi) Immediately provide each authoriz.ed entrant or that employee's authorized representative with 
the results of any testing conducted in accord with paragraph ( d) of this section. 
NOTE: Atmospheric testing conducted in accordance with Appendix B to section 1910.146 would be 
considered as satisfying the requirements of this paragraph. For pennit space operations in sewers, 
atmospheric testing conducted in accordance with Appendix B, as supplemented by Appendix E to section 
1910.146, would be considered as satisfying the requirements of this paragraph. 

(d)(6) Provide at least one attendant outside the pennit space into which entry is authorized for the duration 
of entry operations; 
NOTE: Attendants may be assigned to monitor more than one pennit space provided the duties described in 
paragraph (i) of this section can be effectively perfonned for each permit space that is monitored. Likewise, 
attendants may be stationed at any location outside the permit space to be monitored as long as the duties 
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described in paragraph (i) of this section can be effectively performed for each pennit space that is 
monitored. 

(d)(7) If multiple spaces are to be monitored by a single attendant, include in the permit program the means 
and procedures to enable the attendant to respond to an emergency affecting one or more of the pennit 
spaces being monitored without distraction from the attendant's responsibilities under paragraph (i) of this 
section; 

(d)(8) Designate the persons who are to have active roles (as, for example, authorized entrants, attendants, 
entry supervisors, or persons who test or monitor the atmosphere in a permit space) in entry operations, 
identify the duties of each such employee, and provide each such employee with the training required by 
paragraph (g) of this section; 

(d)(9) Develop and implement procedures for summoning rescue and emergency services, for rescuing 
entrants from permit spaces, for providing necessary emergency services to rescued employees, and for 
preventing unauthorized personnel from attempting a rescue; 

{d)(lO) Develop and implement a system for the preparation, issuance, use, and cancellation of entry 
permits as required by this section; 

(d)(ll) Develop and implement procedures to coordinate entry operations when employees of more than 
one employer are working simultaneously as authorized entrants in a permit space, so that employees of 
one employer do not endanger the employees of any other employer; 

(d)(12) Develop and implement procedures (such as closing off a permit space and canceling the permit) 
necessary for concluding the entry after entry operations have been completed; 

{d)(13) Review entry operations when the employer has reason to believe that the measures taken under the 
permit space program may not protect employees and revise the program to correct deficiencies found to 
exist before subsequent entries are authorized; and 
NOTE: Examples of circumstances requiring the review of the permit space program are: any unauthorized 
entry of a pennit space, the detection of a pennit space hazard not covered by the permit, the detection of a 
condition prohibited by the pemtit, the occurrence of an injury or near-miss during entry, a change in the 
use or configuration of a permit space, and employee complaints about the effectiveness of the program. 

(d)(14) Review the pennit space program, using the canceled pennits retained under paragraph (eX6) of 
this section within I year after each entry and revise the program as necessary, to ensure that employees 
participating in entry operations are protected from permit space hazards. 
NOTE: Employers may perfonn a single annual review covering all entries performed during a 12-month 
period. If no entry is performed during a 12-month period, no review is necessary. 
Appendix C to section 1910.146 presents examples of permit space programs that are considered to comply 
with the requirements of paragraph (d) of this section. 

(e) Permit system.

( e )(1) Before entry is authorized, the employer shall document the completion of measures required by 
paragraph (d)(3) of this section by preparing an entry pennit. 
NOTE: Appendix D to section 1910.146 presents examples of permits whose elements are considered to 
comply with the requirements of this section. 

(e)(2) Before entry begins, the entry supervisor identified on the permit shall sign the entry permit to 
authorize entry. 

( e )(3) The completed permit shall be made available at the time of entry to all authorized entrants or their 
authorized representatives, by posting it at the entry portal or by any other equally effective means, so that 
the entrants can confirm that pre-entry preparations have been completed. 
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(e){4) The duration of the pennit may not exceed the time required to complete the assigned task or job 
identified on the permit in accordance with paragraph (f)(2) of this section. 

(e)(S) The entry supervisor shall terminate entry and cancel the entry permit when: 

(e)(S)(i) The entry operations covered by the entry pennit have been completed; or 

(e)(S)(ii) A condition that is not allowed under the entry permit arises in or near the permit space. 

(e)(6) The employer shall retain each canceled entry permit for at least I year to facilitate the review of the 
permit-required confined space program required by paragraph (d){l4) of this section. Any problems 
encountered during an entry operation shall be noted on the pertinent permit so that appropriate revisions to 
the permit space program can be made. 

(t) Entry permit. The entry permit that documents compliance with this section and authorizes entry
to a permit space shall identify:

(t)(l) The permit space to be entered; 

(1)(2) The purpose of the entry; 

(f)(3) The date and the authorized duration of the entry permit; 

(1)(4) The authorized entrants within the permit space, by name or by such other means (for example, 
through the use ofrosters or tracking systems) as will enable the attendant to determine quickly and 
accurately, for the duration of the pennit, which authorized entrants are inside the pennit space; 
NOTE: This requirement may be met by inserting a reference on the entry permit as to the means used, 
such as a roster or tracking system, to keep track of the authorized entrants within the permit space. 

(f)(S) The personnel, by name, currently serving as attendants; 

(1)(6) The individual, by name, currently serving as entry supervisor, with a space for the signature or 
initials of the entry supervisor who originally authorized entry; 

(1)(7) The hazards of the permit space to be entered; 

(f)(8) The measures used to isolate the permit space and to eliminate or control permit space hazards before 
entry; 
NOTE: Those measures can include the lockout or tagging of equipment and procedures for purging, 
inerting, ventilating, and flushing pennit spaces. 

(f)(9) The acceptable entry conditions; 

(f)(10) The results of initial and periodic tests performed under paragraph (d)(S) of this section, 
accompanied by the names or initials of the testers and by an indication of when the tests were performed; 

(f)(ll) The rescue and emergency services that can be summoned and the means (such as the equipment to 
use and the numbers to call) for summoning those services; 

(f)(12) The communication procedures used by authorized entrants and attendants to maintain contact 
during the entry; 

(1)(13) Equipment, such as personal protective equipment, testing equipment, communications equipment, 
alarm systems, and rescue equipment, to be provided for compliance with this section; 
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(f)(14) Any other information whose inclusion is necessary, given the circumstances oftbe particular 
confined space, in order to ensure employee safety; and (15) Any additional pennits, such as for hot work, 
that have been issued to authorize work in the pennit space. 

(g) Training.

(g)(l) The employer shall provide training so that all employees whose work is regulated by this section 
acquire the understanding, knowledge, and skills necessary for the safe performance of the duties assigned 
under this section. 

(g)(2) Training shall be provided to each affected employee: 

(g)(2)(i) Before the employee is first assigned duties under this section; 

(g){2)(ii) Before there is a change in assigned duties; 

(g){2)(iii) Whenever there is a change in permit space operations that presents a hazard about which an 
employee has not previously been trained; 

(g)(2)(iv) Whenever the employer has reason to believe either that there are deviations from the permit 
space entry procedures required by paragraph (d)(3) of this section or that there are inadequacies in the 
employee's knowledge or use of these procedures. 

(g)(3) The training shall establish employee proficiency in the duties required by this section and shall 
introduce new or revised procedures, as necessary, for compliance with this section. 

(g)(4) The employer shall certify that the training required by paragraphs (g)( l )  through (g)(3) of this 
section has been accomplished. The certification shall contain each employee's name, the signatures or 
initials of the trainers, and the dates of training. The certification shall be available for inspection by 
employees and their authorized representatives. 

(b) Duties of authorized entrants. The employer shall ensure that all authorized entrants:

(b)(l) Know the haz.ards that may be faced during entry, including infonnation on the mode, signs or 
symptoms, and consequences of the exposure; 

(h)(2) Properly use equipment as required by paragraph (d)(4) of this section; 

(h)(3) Communicate with the attendant as necessary to enable the attendant to monitor entrant status and to 
enable the attendant to alert entrants of the need to evacuate the space as required by paragraph (i)(6) of this 
section; 

(h)(4) Alert the attendant whenever: 

(h)(4)(i) The entrant recognizes any warning sign or symptom of exposure to a dangerous situation, or 

(b)(4)(ii) The entrant detects a prohibited condition; and 

(b)(S) Exit from the permit space as quickly as possible whenever: 

(h)(S)(i) An order to evacuate is given by the attendant or the entry supervisor, 

(b)(S)(ii) The entrant recognizes any warning sign or symptom of exposure to a dangerous situation. 

(h)(S)(iii) The entrant detects a prohibited condition, or 
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(h)(S)(iv) An evacuation alarm is activated. 

(i) Duties of attendants. The employer shall ensure that each attendant:

(1)(1) Knows the hu.ards that may be faced during entry, including information on the mode, signs or 
symptoms, and consequences of the exposure; 

(i)(2) Is aware of possible behavioral effects of hazard exposure in authorized entrants; 

(i)(3) Continuously maintains an accurate count of authorized entrants in the pennit space and ensures that 
the means used to identify authorized entrants under paragraph (f)( 4) of this section accurately identifies 
who is in the pennit space; 

(i)(4) Remains outside the pennit space during entry operations until relieved by another attendant; 
NOTE: When the employer's permit entry program allows attendant entry for rescue, attendants may enter 
a permit space to attempt a rescue if they have been trained and equipped for rescue operations as required 
by paragraph (k)(l) of this section and if they have been relieved as required by paragraph (iX4) of this 
section. 

(l)(S) Communicates with authorized entrants as necessary to monitor entrant status and to alert entrants of 
the need to evacuate the space under paragraph (iX 6) of this section; 

(i){6) Monitors activities inside and outside the space to determine if it is safe for entrants to remain in the 
space and orders the authorized entrants to evacuate the permit space immediately under any of the 
following conditions; 

{i)(6)(i) 
If the attendant detects a prohibited condition; 

(i)(6)(ii) 
If the attendant detects the behavioral effects of hazard exposure in an authorized entrant; 

(i)( 6){iii) 
If the attendant detects a situation outside the space that could endanger the authorized entrants; or 

(i)(6)(iv) 
If the attendant cannot effectively and safely perform all the duties required under paragraph (i) of this 
section; 

(i)(7) Summon rescue and other emergency services as soon as the attendant determines that authorized 
entrants may need assistance to escape from permit space hazards; 

(i)(8) Talces the following actions when unauthorized persons approach or enter a permit space while entry 
is undeiway: 

(i)(8)(i) Warn the unauthorized persons that they must stay away from the permit space; 

(i)(8)(ii) Advise the unauthorized persons that they must exit immediately if they have entered the permit 
space; and 

(i)(8)(iii) Inform the authorized entrants and the entry supervisor if unauthorized persons have entered the 
permit space; 

(i)(9) Performs non-entry rescues as specified by the employer's rescue procedure; and 
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(i)(lO) Performs no duties that might interfere with the attendant's primary duty to monitor and protect the 
authorized entrants. 

(j) Duties of entry supervisors. The employer shall ensure that each entry supervisor: 

(j)(l) Knows the hazards that may be faced during entry, including information on the mode, signs or 
symptoms, and consequences of the exposure; 

(j)(2) Verifies, by checking that the appropriate entries have been made on the permit, that all tests 
specified by the permit have been conducted and that all procedures and equipment specified by the permit 
are in place before endorsing the pennit and allowing entry to begin; 

(j)(J) Terminates the entry and cancels the pennit as required by paragraph (e)(5) of this section; 

(j)(4) Verifies that rescue services are available and that the means for summoning them are operable; 

(j)(S) Removes unauthorized individuals who enter or who attempt to enter the permit space during entry 
operations; and 

(j)(6) Detennines, whenever responsibility for a permit space entry operation is transferred and at intervals 
dictated by the hazards and operations performed within the space, that entry operations remain consistent 
with tenns of the entry permit and that acceptable entry conditions are maintained. 

(k) Rescue and emergency services,

(k)(l) An employer who designates rescue and emergency services, pursuant to paragraph (d)(9) of this 
section, shall: 

(k)(l)(i) Evaluate a prospective rescuer's ability to respond to a rescue summons in a timely manner, 
considering the hazard(s) identified; 

Note to paragraph (kXl)(i): What will be considered timely will vary according to the specific hazards 
involved in each entry. For example, § 1910.134, Respiratory Protection, requires that employers provide a 
standby person or persons capable of immediate action to rescue employee(s) wearing respiratory 
protection while in work areas defined as IDLH atmospheres. 

(k)(l)(ii) Evaluate a prospective rescue service's ability, in terms of proficiency with rescue-related tasks 
and equipment, to function appropriately while rescuing entrants from the particular pennit space or types 
of permit spaces identified; 

(k)(l)(iii) Select a rescue team or service from those evaluated that: 

(k)(l)(iii)(A) Has the capability to reach the victim(s) within a time frame that is appropriate for the permit 
space hazard(s) identified; 

(k}(l)(iii)(B) Is equipped for and proficient in performing the needed rescue services; 

(k)(l )(iv) Infonn each rescue team or service of the hazards they may confront when called on to perform 
rescue at the site; and 

(k)(l)(v) Provide the rescue team or service selected with access to all permit spaces from which rescue 
may be necessary so that the rescue service can develop appropriate rescue plans and practice rescue 
operations. 
Note to paragraph (k)(l ): Non-mandatory Appendix F contains examples of criteria which employers can 
use in evaluating prospective rescuers as required by paragraph (k)(l) of this section. 
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(k)(2) An employer whose employees have been designated to provide pennit space rescue and emergency 
services shall take the following measures: 

(k)(2)(i) Provide affected employees with the personal protective equipment (PPE) needed to conduct 
pennit space rescues safely and train affected employees so they are proficient in the use of that PPB, at no 
cost to those employees; 

(k)(2)(ii) Train affected employees to perfonn assigned rescue duties. The employer must ensure that such 
employees successfully complete the training required to establish proficiency as an authorized entrant, as 
provided by paragraphs (g) and (h) of this section; 

(k)(2)(iii) Train affected employees in basic first-aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). The 
employer shall ensure that at least one member of the rescue team or service holding a current certification 
in first aid and CPR is available; and 

(k}(2}(iv) Ensure that affected employees practice making pennit space rescues at least once every 12 
months, by means of simulated rescue operations in which they remove dummies, manikins, or actual 
persons from the actual permit spaces or from representative pennit spaces. Representative permit spaces 
shall, with respect to opening size, configuration, and accessibility, simulate the types of permit spaces 
from which rescue is to be performed. 

(k)(3) To facilitate non-entry rescue, retrieval systems or methods shall be used whenever an authorized 
entrant enters a pennit space, unless the retrieval equipment would increase the overall risk of entry or 
would not contribute to the rescue of the entrant. Retrieval systems shall meet the following requirements. 

(k}(3}(i} Each authorized entrant shall use a chest or full body harness, with a retrieval line attached at the 
center of the entrant's back near shoulder level, above the entrant's head, or at another point which the 
employer can establish presents a profile small enough for the successful removal of the entrant. Wristlets 
may be used in lieu of the chest or full body harness if the employer can demonstrate that the use of a chest 
or full body harness is infeasible or creates a greater hazard and that the use of wristlets is the safest and 
most effective alternative. 

(k)(3)(ii) The other end of the retrieval line shall be attached to a mecanical device or fixed point outside 
the permit space in such a manner that rescue can begin as soon as the rescuer becomes aware that rescue is 
necessary. A mechanical device shall be available to retrieve personnel from vertical type pennit spaces 
more than 5 feet ( 1.52 m) deep 

(k)(4) If an injured entrant is exposed to a substance for which a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) or 
other similar written information is required to be kept at the worksite, that MSDS or written information 
shall be made available to the medical facility treating the exposed entrant. 

(I) Employee participatiotl.

(1)(1) Employers shall consult with affected employees and their authorized representatives on the 
development and implementation of all aspects of the pennit space program required by paragraph (c) of 
this section. 

(1)(2) Employers shall make available to affected employees and their authorized representatives all 
information required to be developed by this section. 
[58 FR4549, Jan. 14, 1993; 58 FR 34845, June 29, 1993; 59 FR 26115, May 19, 1994; 63 FR 66038, Dec. 
1 ,  1998] 
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Standard Number: 1910.146 App B 
• Standard Title: Procedures for Atmospheric Testing.
• SubPart Number: J
• SubPart Title: General Environmental Controls

Atmospheric testing is required for two distinct purposes: evaluation of the hazards of the permit space and 
verification that acceptable entry conditions for entry into that space exist. 

( 1) Evaluation testing. The atmosphere of a confmed space should be analyzed using equipment of
sufficient sensitivity and specificity to identify and evaluate any hazardous atmospheres that may exist or
arise, so that appropriate pennit entry procedures can be developed and acceptable entry conditions
stipulated for that space. Evaluation and interpretation of these data, and development of the entry
procedure, should be done by, or reviewed by, a technically qualified professional (e.g., OSHA
consultation service, or certified industrial hygienist, registered safety engineer, certified safety
professional, certified marine chemist, etc.) based on evaluation of all serious hazards.

(2) Verification testing. The atmosphere of a permit space which may contain a hazardous atmosphere
should be tested for residues of all contaminants identified by evaluation testing using permit specified
equipment to determine that residual concentrations at the time of testing and entry are within the range of
acceptable entry conditions. Results of testing (i.e., actual concentration, etc.) should be recorded on the
permit in the space provided adjacent to the stipulated acceptable entry condition.

(3) Duration of testing. Measurement of values for each atmospheric parameter should be ·made for at least
the minimum response time of the test instrument specified by the manufacturer.

(4) Testing stratified atmospheres. When monitoring for entries involving a descent into atmospheres that
may be stratified, the atmospheric envelope should be tested a distance of approximately 4 feet (1.22 m) in
the direction of travel and to each side. If a sampling probe is used, the entrant's rate of progress should be
slowed to accommodate the sampling speed and detector response.

(5) Order of testing. A test for oxygen is performed first because most combustible gas meters are oxygen
dependent and will not provide reliable readings in an oxygen deficient atmosphere. Combustible gases are
tested for next because the threat of fire or explosion is both more immediate and more life threatening, in
most cases, than exposure to toxic gases and vapors. If tests for toxic gases and vapors are necessary, they
are performed last.
[58 FR 4549, Jan. 14, 1993; 58 FR 34846, June 29, 1993]
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• Standard Number: 1910.146 App C
• Standard Title: Examples of Permit-required Confined Space Programs
• SubPart Number: J
• SubPart Title: General Environmental Controls

Example I. 

Workplace. Sewer entry. 
Potential hazards. The employees could be exposed to the following: 
Engulfment. 
Presence of toxic gases. Equal to or more than 10 ppm hydrogen sulfide measured as an 8-hour time
weighted average. If the presence of other toxic contaminants is suspected, specific monitoring programs 
will be developed. 
Presence of explosive/flammable gases. Equal to or greater than 10% of the lower flammable limit (LFL). 
Oxygen Deficiency. A concentration of oxygen in the atmosphere equal to or less than 19 .5% by volume. 

A. ENTRY WITHOUT PERMIT/A TI'ENDANT

Certification. Confined spaces may be entered without the need for a written permit or attendant provided 
that the space can be maintained in a safe condition for entry by mechanical ventilation alone, as provided 
in 1910.146( c )(5). All spaces shall be considered permit-required confmed spaces until the pre-entry 
procedures demonstrate otherwise. Any employee required or pennitted to pre-check or enter an 
enclosed/confmed space shall have successfully completed, as a minimum, the training as required by the 
following sections of these procedures. A written copy of operating and rescue procedures as required by 
these procedures shall be at the work site for the duration of the job. The Confined Space Pre-Entry Check 
List must be completed by the LEAD WORKER before entry into a confined space. This list verifies 
completion of items listed below. This check list shall be kept at the job site for duration of the job. If 
circumstances dictate an interruption in the work. the permit space must be re-evaluated and a new check 
list must be completed. 
Control of atmospheric and engulfment hazards. 
Pumps and Lines. All pumps and lines which may reasonably cause contaminants to flow into the space 
shall be disconnected, blinded and locked out, or effectively isolated by other means to prevent 
development of dangerous air contamination or engulfment. Not all laterals to sewers or storm drains 
require blocking. However, where experience or knowledge of industrial use indicates there is a reasonable 
potential for contamination of air or engulfment into an occupied sewer, then all affected laterals shall be 
blocked. If blocking and/or isolation requires entry into the space the provisions for entry into a permit
required confined space must be implemented. 
Surveillance. The surrounding area shall be surveyed to avoid hazards such as drifting vapors from the 
tanks, piping, or sewers. 
Testing. The atmosphere within the space will be tested to determine whether dangerous air contamination 
and/or oxygen deficiency exists. Detector tubes, alarm only gas monitors and explosion meters are 
examples of monitoring equipment that may be used to test permit space atmospheres. Testing shall be 
performed by the LEAD WORKER who has successfully completed the Gas Detector training for the 
monitor he will use. The minimum parameters to be monitored are oxygen deficiency, LFL, and hydrogen 
sulfide concentration. A written record of the pre-entry test results shall be made and kept at the work site 
for the duration of the job. The supervisor will certify in writing, based upon the results of the pre-entry 
testing, that all hazards have been eliminated. Affected employees shall be able to review the testing 
results. The most hazardous conditions shall govern when work is being performed in two adjoining, 
connecting spaces. 
Entry Procedures. If there are no non-atmospheric hazards present and if the pre-entry tests show there is 
no dangerous air contamination and/or oxygen deficiency within the space and there is no reason to believe 
that any is likely to develop, entry into and work within may proceed. Continuous testing of the atmosphere 
in the immediate vicinity of the workers within the space shall be accomplished. The workers will 
immediately leave the permit space when any of the gas monitor alarm set points are reached as deimed. 
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Workers will not return to the area until a SUPERVISOR who has completed the gas detector training has 
used a direct reading gas detector to evaluate the situation and has determined that it is safe to enter. 
Rescue. Arrangements for rescue services are not required where there is no attendant. See the rescue 
portion of section B., below, for instructions regarding rescue planning where an entry permit is required. 

B. ENTRY PERMIT REQUIRED

Permits. Confined Space Entry Pennit. All spaces shall be considered permit-required confined spaces until 
the pre-entry procedures demonstrate otherwise. Any employee required or permitted to pre-check or enter 
a permit-required confined space shall have successfully completed, as a minimum, the training as required 
by the following sections of these procedures. A written copy of operating and rescue procedures as 
required by these procedures shall be at the work site for the duration of the job. The Confmed Space Entry 
Permit must be completed before approval can be given to enter a permit-required confmed space. This 
permit verifies completion of items listed below. This permit shall be kept at the job site for the duration of 
the job. If circumstances cause an interruption in the work or a change in the alarm conditions for which 
entry was approved, a new Confined Space Entry Permit must be completed. 
Control of atmospheric and engulfment hazards. 
Surveillance. The surrounding area shall be surveyed to avoid hazards such as drifting vapors from tanks, 
piping or sewers. 
Testing. The confmed space atmosphere shall be tested to determine whether dangerous air contamination 
and/or oxygen deficiency exists. A direct reading gas monitor shall be used. Testing shall be performed by 
the SUPERVISOR who has successfully completed the gas detector training for the monitor be will use. 
The minimum parameters to be monitored are oxygen deficiency, LFL and hydrogen sulfide concentration. 
A written record of the pre-entry test results shall be made and kept at the work site for the duration of the 
job. Affected employees shall be able to review the testing results. The most hazardous conditions shall 
govern when work is being performed in two adjoining, connected spaces. 
Space Ventilation. Mechanical ventilation systems, where applicable, shall be set at 100% outside air. 
Where possible, open additional manholes to increase air circulation. Use portable blowers to augment 
natural circulation if needed. After a suitable ventilating period, repeat the testing. Entry may not begin 
until testing has demonstrated that the hazardous atmosphere has been eliminated. 
Entry Procedures. The following procedure shall be observed under any of the following conditions: 1.) 
Testing demonstrates the existence of dangerous or deficient conditions and additional ventilation cannot 
reduce concentrations to safe levels; 2.) The atmosphere tests as safe but unsafe conditions can reasonably 
be expected to develop; 3.) It is not feasible to provide for ready exit from spaces equipped with automatic 
fire suppression systems and it is not practical or safe to deactivate such systems; or 4.) An emergency 
exists and it is not feasible to wait for pre-entry procedures to take effect. 
All personnel must be trained. A self contained breathing apparatus shall be worn by any person entering 
the space. At least one worker shall stand by the outside of the space ready to give assistance in case of 
emergency. The standby worker shall have a self contained breathing apparatus available for immediate 
use. There shall be at least one additional worker within sight or call of the standby worker. Continuous 
powered communications shall be maintained between the worker within the confmed space and standby 
personnel. 
If at any time there is any questionable action or non-movement by the worker inside, a verbal check will 
be made. If there is no response, the worker will be moved immediately. Exception: If the worker is 
disabled due to falling or impact, he/she shall not be removed from the confined space unless there is 
immediate danger to his/her life. Local fire department rescue personnel shall be notified immediately. The 
standby worker may only enter the confined space in case of an emergency (wearing the self contained 
breathing apparatus) and only after being relieved by another worker. Safety belt or harness with attached 
lifeline shall be used by all workers entering the space with the free end of the line secured outside the 
entry opening. The standby worker shall attempt to remove a disabled worker via his lifeline before 
entering the space. 
When practical, these spaces shall be entered through side openings -- those within 3 1/2 feet ( 1.07 m) of 
the bottom. When entry must be through a top opening, the safety belt shall be of the harness type that 
suspends a person upright and a hoisting device or similar apparatus shall be available for lifting workers 
out of the space. 
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In any situation where their use may endanger the worker, use of a hoisting device or safety belt and 
attached lifeline may be discontinued. 
When dangerous air contamination is attributable to flammable and/or explosive substances, lighting and 
electrical equipment shall be Class l ,  Division I rated per National Electrical Code and no ignition sources 
shall be introduced into the area. 
Continuous gas monitoring shall be performed during all confmed space operations. If alarm conditions 
change adversely, entry personnel shall exit the confined space and a new confmed space permit issued. 
Rescue. Call the fire department services for rescue. Where immediate hazards to injured personnel are 
present, workers at the site shall implement emergency procedures to fit the situation. 

Example 2. 

Workplace. Meat and poultry rendering plants. 
Cookers and dryers are either batch or continuous in their operation. Multiple batch cookers are operated in 
parallel. When one unit of a multiple set is shut down for repairs, means are available to isolate that unit 
from the others which remain in operation. 
Cookers and dryers are horizontal, cylindrical vessels equipped with a center, rotating shaft and agitator 
paddles or discs. If the inner shell is jacketed, it is usually heated with steam at pressures up to 150 psig 
(1034.25 kPa). The rotating shaft assembly of the continuous cooker or dryer is also steam heated. 
Potential Hu.ards. The recognized hazards associated with cookers and dryers are the risk that employees 
could be: 
l. Struck or caught by rotating agitator;
2. Engulfed in raw material or hot, recycled fat;
3. Burned by steam from leaks into the cooker/dryer steam jacket or the condenser duct system if steam
valves are not properly closed and locked out;
4. Burned by contact with hot metal surfaces, such as the agitator shaft assembly, or inner shell of the
cooker/dryer;
5. Heat stress caused by warm atmosphere inside cooker/dryer;
6. Slipping and falling on grease in the cooker/dryer;
7. Electrically shocked by faulty equipment taken into the cooker/dryer;
8. Burned or overcome by fire or products of combustion; or
9. Overcome by fumes generated by welding or cutting done on grease covered surfaces.
Permits. The supervisor in this case is always present at the cooker/dryer or other permit entry confined
space when entry is made. The supervisor must follow the pre-entry isolation procedures described in the
entry permit in preparing for entry, and ensure that the protective clothing, ventilating equipment and any
other equipment required by the permit are at the entry site.
Control of hazards. Mechanical. Lock out main power switch to agitator motor at main power panel. Affix
tag to the lock to inform others that a permit entry confined space entry is in progress.
Engulfment. Close all valves in the raw material blow line. Secure each valve in its closed position using
chain and lock. Attach a tag to the valve and chain warning that a permit entry confined space entry is in
progress. The same procedure shall be used for securing the fat recycle valve.
Burns and heat stress. Close steam supply valves to jacket and secure with chains and tags. Insert solid
blank at flange in cooker vent line to condenser manifold duct system. Vent cooker/dryer by opening access
door at discharge end and top center door to allow natural ventilation throughout the entry. If faster cooling
is needed, use an portable ventilation fan to increase ventilation. Cooling water may be circulated through
the jacket to reduce both outer and inner surface temperatures of cooker/dryers faster. Check air and inner
surface temperatures in cooker/dryer to assure they are within acceptable limits before entering, or use
proper protective clothing.
Fire and fume ha7.ards. Careful site preparation, such as cleaning the area within 4 inches (10.16 cm) of all
welding or torch cutting operations, and proper ventilation are the preferred controls. All welding and
cutting operations shall be done in accordance with the requirements of 29 CFR Part 191 O, Subpart Q,
OSHA's welding standard. Proper ventilation may be achieved by local exhaust ventilation, or the use of
portable ventilation fans, or a combination of the two practices.
Electrical shock. Electrical equipment used in cooker/dryers shall be in serviceable condition.
Slips and falls, Remove residual grease before entering cooker/dryer.
Attendant. The supervisor shall be the attendant for employees entering cooker/dryers.
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Pennit. The pennit shall specify how isolation shall be done and any other preparations needed before 
making entry. This is especially important in parallel arrangements of cooker/dryers so that the entire 
operation need not be shut down to allow safe entry into one unit. 
Rescue. When necessary, the attendant shall call the fire department as previously arranged. 

Example 3. 

Workplace. Workplaces where tank cars, trucks, and trailers, dry bulk tanks and trailers, railroad tank cars, 
and similar portable tanks are fabricated or serviced. 

A. During fabrication. These tanks and dry-bulk carriers are entered repeatedly throughout the fabrication
process. These products are not configured identically, but the manufacturing processes by which they are
made are very similar.

Sources of hazards. In addition to the mechanical hazards arising from the risks that an entrant would be 
injured due to contact with components of the tank or the tools being used, there is also the risk that a 
worker could be injured by breathing fumes from welding materials or mists or vapors from materials used 
to coat the tank interior. In addition, many of these vapors and mists are flammable, so the failure to 
properly ventilate a tank could lead to a fire or explosion. 
Control of hazards. 
Welding. Local exhaust ventilation shall be used to remove welding fumes once the tank or carrier is 
completed to the point that workers may enter and exit only through a manhole. (Follow the requirements 
of29 CFR 1910, Subpart Q, OSHA's welding standard, at all times.) Welding gas tanks may never be 
brought into a tank or carrier that is a pennit entry confined space. 
Application of interior coatings/linings. Atmospheric hazards shall be controlled by forced air ventilation 
sufficient to keep the atmospheric concentration of flammable materials below 10% of the lower flammable 
limit (LFL) (or lower explosive limit (LEL), whichever tenn is used locally). The appropriate respirators 
are provided and shall be used in addition to providing forced ventilation if the forced ventilation does not 
maintain acceptable respiratory conditions. 
Pennits. Because of the repetitive nature of the entries in these operations, an "Area Entry Pennit" will be 
issued for a 1 month period to cover those production areas where tanks are fabricated to the point that 
entry and exit are made using manholes. 
Authorization. Only the area supervisor may authorize an employee to enter a tank within the permit area. 
The area supervisor must detennine that conditions in the tank trailer, dry bulk trailer or truck, etc. meet 
pennit requirements before authorizing entry. 
Attendant. The area supervisor shall designate an employee to maintain communication by employer 
specified means with employees working in tanks to ensure their safety. The attendant may not enter any 
pennit entry confmed space to rescue an entrant or for any other reason, unless authoriud by the rescue 
procedure and, even then, only after calling the rescue team and being relieved by an attendant or another 
worker. 
Communications and observation. Communications between attendant and entrant(s) shall be maintained 
throughout entry. Methods of communication that may be specified by the pennit include voice, voice 
powered radio, tapping or rapping codes on tank walls, signalling tugs on a rope, and the attendant's 
observation that work activities such as chipping, grinding, welding, spraying, etc., which require deliberate 
operator control continue nonnally. These activities often generate so much noise that the necessary 
hearing protection makes communication by voice difficult. 
Rescue procedures. Acceptable rescue procedures include entry by a team of employee-rescuers, use of 
public emergency services, and procedures for breaching the tank. The area pennit specifies which 
procedures are available, but the area supervisor makes the fmal decision based on circumstances. (Certain 
injuries may make it necessary to breach the tank to remove a person rather than risk additional injury by 
removal through an existing manhole. However, the supervisor must ensure that no breaching procedure 
used for rescue would violate terms of the entry permit. For instance, if the tank must be breached by 
cutting with a torch, the tank surfaces to be cut must be free of volatile or combustible coatings within 4 
inches (10.16 cm) of the cutting line and the atmosphere within the tank must be below the LFL. 
Retrieval line and harnesses. The retrieval lines and harnesses generally required under this standard are 
usually impractical for use in tanks because the internal configuration of the tanks and their interior baffles 
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and other structures would prevent rescuers from hauling out injured entrants. However, unless the rescue 
procedure calls for breaching the tank for rescue, the rescue team shall be trained in the use of retrieval 
lines and harnesses for removing injured employees through manholes. 

B. Repair or service of "used" tanks and bulk trailers.

Sources of hazards. In addition to facing the potential h87.al'ds encountered in fabrication or manufacturing, 
tanks or trailers which have been in service may contain residues of dangerous materials, whether left over 
from the transportation of hazardous cargoes or generated by chemical or bacterial action on residues of 
non-hazardous cargoes. 
C ontrol of atmospheric hazards. A "used" tank shall be brought into areas where tank entry is authoriz.ed 
only after the tank has been emptied, cleansed ( without employee entry) of any residues, and purged of any 
potential atmospheric hu.ards. 
Welding. In addition to tank cleaning for control of atmospheric hazards, coating and surface materials 
shall be removed 4 inches (10.16 cm) or more from any surface area where welding or other torch work 
will be done and care taken that the atmosphere within the tank remains well below the LFL. (Follow the 
requirements of29 CFR 1910, Subpart Q, OSHA's welding standard, at all times.) 
Permits. An entry pennit valid for up to 1 year shall be issued prior to authorization of entry into used tank 
trailers, dry bulk trailers or trucks. In addition to the pre-entry cleaning requirement, this permit shall 
require the employee safeguards specified for new tank fabrication or construction permit areas. 
Authorization. Only the area supervisor may authorize an employee to enter a tank trailer, dry bulk trailer 
or truck within the permit area. The area supervisor must determine that the entry permit requirements have 
been met before authorizing entry. 
[58FR 4549,Jan. 14, 1993;58FR 34846,June29, 1993) 
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• Standard Number: 1910.146 App D
• Standard Title: Confmed Space Pre-Entry Check List
• SubPart Number: J
• SubPart Title: General Environmental Controls

Appendix D to §1910.146 - Sample Permits 
Appendix D-1 

Confined Space Entry Permit 
Date and Time Issued: Date and Time Expires: 
Job site/Space I.D.: Job Supervisor: _______ _ 
Equipment to be worked on: 

-----
Work to be performed: 

Stand-by personnel: 

1. Atmospheric Checks: Time
Oxygen 
Explosive 
Toxic 

2. Tester's signature:

3. Source isolation (No Entry):
Pumps or lines blinded, 
disconnected, or blocked 

4. Ventilation Modification:
Mechanical 
Natural Ventilation only 

5. Atmospheric check after
isolation and Ventilation:
Oxygen % > 

Explosive % L.F.L < 

Toxic PPM < 

Time 
Testers signature: 

6. Communication procedures:

7. Rescue procedures:

----

% L.F.L. 
----

PPM 
----

N/A Yes No 
( ) 

( ) 

N/A 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) 

Yes No 
( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) 

19.5 % 
10 % 
10 PPM H(2)S 

8. Entry, standby, and back up persons:
Successfully completed required

training?
Is it.current?

Yes 

( ) 

9. Equipment: N/A Yes 
Direct reading gas monitor -

tested 
Safety harnesses and lifelines 

for entry and standby persons 
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No 

( ) 

No 



10. 

Hoisting equipment 
Powered communications 
SCBA's for entry and standby 

persons 
Protective Clothing 
All electric equipment listed 

Class I, Division I, Group D 
and Non-sparking tools 

Periodic atmospheric tests: 
Oxygen % Time 
Oxygen % Time 
Explosive % Time 
Explosive % Time 
Toxic % Time 
Toxic % Time 

( ) 

Oxygen 
Oxygen 
Explosive 
Explosive 
Toxic 
Toxic 

% 
% 
% 
% 

--% 
% 

We have reviewed the work authorized by this permit 
information contained here-in. Written instructions 

( ) ( ) 

Time 
Time 
Time 
Time 
Time 
Time 

and the 
and safety 

procedures have been received and are understood. Entry cannot be 
approved if any squares are marked in the "No" column. This permit is 
not valid unless all appropriate items are completed. 

Permit Prepared By: 
(Supervisor) ____________________ _ 
Approved By: (Unit 
Supervisor) _____________________ _ 
Reviewed By (Cs Operations Personnel) 

(printed name) (signature) 

This permit to be kept at job site. Return job site copy to Safety 
Office following job completion. 

Copies: White Original (Safety Office) 
Yellow (Unit Supervisor) 
Hard(Job site) 

Appendix O - 2 

ENTRY PERMIT 

PERMIT VALID FOR 8 HOURS ONLY. ALL COPIES OF PERMIT WILL REMAIN AT 
JOB SITE UNTIL JOB IS COMPLETED 

DATE: - - SITE LOCATION and DESCRIPTION 
PURPOSE OF ENTRY 

--------------

SUPERVISOR(S) in charge of crews Type of Crew Phone# 

COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES 
RESCUE PROCEDURES (PHONE NUMBERS AT BOTTOM) 

* BOLD DENOTES MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS TO BE COMPLETED AND REVIEWED
PRIOR TO ENTRY*
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REQUIREMENTS COMPLETED 
Lock Out/De-energize/Try-out 
Line(s) Broken-Capped-Blanked 
Purge-Flush and Vent 
Ventilation 
Secure Area (Post and Flag) 
Breathing Apparatus 
Resuscitator - Inhalator 
Standby Safety Personnel 
Full Body Harness w/"D" ring 
Emergency Escape Retrieval Equip 
Lifelines 
Fire Extinguishers 
Lighting (Explosive Proof) 
Protective Clothing 
Respirator(s) (Air Purifying) 
Burning and Welding Permit 

DATE 

Note: Items that do not apply enter N/A in the blank. 

**RECORD CONTINUOUS MONITORING RESULTS EVERY 2 HOURS 
CONTINUOUS MONITORING** Permissible 
TEST(S) TO BE TAKEN Entry Level 
PERCENT OF OXYGEN 19.5% to 23.5% 

Under 10% 

TIME 

LOWER FLAMMABLE LIMIT 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
Aromatic Hydrocarbon 
Hydrogen Cyanide 
Hydrogen Sulfide 
Sulfur Dioxide 
Ammonia 

+35 PPM ________ __ _____ _ 
+ 1 PPM * SPPM
(Skin) * 4PPM ______________ _
+10 PPM *15PPM ____________ _
+ 2 PPM * 5PPM

*35PPM
* Short-term exposure limit: Employee can work in the area up to 15
minutes.
+ 8 hr. Time Weighted Avg.: Employee can work in area 8 hrs (longer
with appropriate respiratory protection).
REMARKS:

-------------------------------

GAS TESTER NAME INSTRUMENT(S) MODEL SERIAL &/OR 
& CHECK# USED &/OR TYPE UNIT# 

SAFETY STANDBY PERSON IS REQUIRED FOR ALL CONFINED SPACE WORK 
SAFETY STANDBY CHECK# CONFINED CONFINED 

PERSON(S) SPACE CHECK# 
ENTRANT(S) 

SPACE 
ENTRANT(S) 

SUPERVISOR AUTHORIZING - ALL CONDITIONS SATISFIED 

CHECK t 

DEPARTMENT/PHONE 
----------

AMBULANCE 2800 FIRE 2900 Safety 4901 Gas Coordinator 4529/5387 

[58 FR 4549, Jan. 14, 1993; 58 FR 34846, June 29, 1993] 
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• Standard Number: 1910.146 App E
• Standard Title: Sewer System Entry.
• SubPart Number: J
• SubPart Title: General Environmental Controls

Sewer entry differs in three vital respects from other pennit entries; first, there rarely exists any way to 
completely isolate the space (a section of a continuous system) to be entered; second, because isolation is 
not complete, the atmosphere may suddenly and unpredictably become lethally hazardous (toxic, 
flammable or explosive) from causes beyond the control of the entrant or employer, and third, experienced 
sewer workers are especially knowledgeable in entry and work in their pennit spaces because of their 
frequent entries. Unlike other employments where permit space entry is a rare and exceptional event, sewer 
workers' usual work environment is a pennit space. 
(I) Adherence to procedure. The employer should designate as entrants only employees who are thoroughly
trained in the employer's sewer entry procedures and who demonstrate that they follow these entry
procedures exactly as prescribed when performing sewer entries.
(2) Atmospheric monitoring. Entrants should be trained in the use of, and be equipped with, atmospheric
monitoring equipment which sounds an audible alann, in addition to its visual readout, whenever one of the
following conditions are encountered: Oxygen concentration less than 19.5 percent; flammable gas or
vapor at 10 percent or more of the lower flammable limit (LFL); or hydrogen sulfide or carbon monoxide at
or above 10 ppm or 35 ppm, respectively, measured as an 8-hour time-weighted average. Atmospheric
monitoring equipment needs to be calibrated according to the manufacturer's instructions. The oxygen
sensor/broad range sensor is best suited for initial use in situations where the actual or potential
contaminants have not been identified, because broad range sensors, unlike substance-specific sensors,
enable employers to obtain an overall reading of the hydrocarbons (flammables) present in the space.
However, such sensors only indicate that a hazardous threshold of a class of chemicals has been exceeded.
They do not measure the levels of contamination of specific substances. Therefore, substance-specific
devices, which measure the actual levels of specific substances, are best suited for use where actual and
potential contaminants have been identified. The measurements obtained with substance-specific devices
are of vital importance to the employer when decisions are made concerning the measures necessary to
protect entrants (such as ventilation or personal protective equipment) and the setting and attainment of
appropriate entry conditions. However, the sewer environment may suddenly and unpredictably change,
and the substance-specific devices may not detect the potentially lethal atmospheric hazards which may
enter the sewer environment.
Although OSHA considers the information and guidance provided above to be appropriate and useful in
most sewer entry situations, the Agency emphasizes that each employer must consider the unique
circumstances, including the predictability of the atmosphere, of the sewer permit spaces in the employer's
workplace in preparing for entry. Only the employer can decide, based upon his or her knowledge of, and
experience with permit spaces in sewer systems, what the best type of testing instrument may be for any
specific entry operation.
The selected testing instrument should be carried and used by the entrant in sewer line work to monitor the
atmosphere in the entrant's environment, and in advance of the entrant's direction of movement, to warn the
entrant of any deterioration in atmospheric conditions. Where several entrants are working together in the
same immediate location, one instrument, used by the lead entrant, is acceptable.
(3) Surge flow and flooding. Sewer crews should develop and maintain liaison, to the extent possible, with
the local weather bureau and fire and emergency services in their area so that sewer work may be delayed
or interrupted and entrants withdrawn whenever sewer lines might be suddenly flooded by rain or f1re
suppression activities, or whenever flammable or other hazardous materials are released into sewers during
emergencies by industrial or transportation accidents.
( 4) Special Equipment. Entry into large bore sewers may require the use of special equipment. Such
equipment might include such items as atmosphere monitoring devices with automatic audible alarms,
escape self-contained breathing apparatus (ESCBA) with at least IO minute air supply ( or other NIOSH
approved self-rescuer), and waterproof flashlights, and may also include boats and rafts, radios and rope
stand-offs for pulling around bends and comers as needed.
[58 FR4549, Jan. 14, 1993; 58 FR34845, June 29, 1993; 59 FR 26115, May 19, 1994)
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111,u unD m• IIPlffll II IITIIIE IUCIE IIIRCE - IIHUIITIRY 

Dear ____________________ , 

We are currenttv developing a permit-required confined. space 
program os required under the Federal OSHA regulation, 29 CFR 1910.1A6, 
that wlU allow our employees to safely enter and work In permit-required 
confined spaces In ourworkplace. Although our existing program ls Intended 
to prevent employee exposure to health and safety hazards In the space, 
extraordinary circumstances could appear without warning that would 
cause a, emergency situation where the empfoyee(s) In the space may 
need rescue and/or emergency medlcaf assistance. Therefore, a very 
Important element of our program Is to develop and Implement procedures 
for summoning rescue and emergency services. We are reques1tng that 
Nome ot Rascue 0rpan1zer be available to pro
vide rescue and emergency services, In the event of an emergency. 

Enclosed Is a Hstlng of the permit-required confined space(s) In my 
workplace(s), as well os a description of the hazard(s) associated wtth the 
spoce(s). I am providing this Information to you so that you can adequately 
develop a rescue pfan appropriate for the spoce(s). You may also have 
access to this spoce(s) as a port of your plomlng. 

Nclme ot eampc:r,y wlD be con-
tacting you shorttv to confirm your wllllngness to participate In our permit
required confined space program and to discuss adequate notification 
procedures (e.g., communication contact method(s) at the time of sched
ullng the entry opertton) for a ttmely response. At that time we can also 
discuss the rescue plan provisions In more detail and offer you our assistance 
In working together to safeguard both your employees as well as ours. 

Thank vou for your cooperotton. we look forward to meeting with 
you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Employer Representative 



CUFIID SPICE llCIIIOIS 

Nome and Locaflon of Faefflty 

The following Is a 11st of permit-required confined spaces located at our facility: 

Space Locgflon Hgzgrgs 

Prepared By: 

Date: 

Phone Number: 



SIMPLE lfflD ROM IISCIE UI DflltflCJ IDIICE PIIIIDIR Tl 

lffl EIPLIYER - 111-IWIUTIIY 

Dear ..,, p1&np1pyp

This Is to confirm thatfheRwcue!!!!.\!!5!9!!2CICll!!l!!J9ftl9!!S!ml!-.-----------
can provide the following rescue end emergency services In the event It Is 
needed during confined space entries at your facility. Our organization can 
provide the following services: 

In order for us to properly develop a rescue plan. we must be Informed of the 
hazards associated with the space and we must have access to these spaces. 
Please provide for us a 11st of your permit-required confined spaces, their loca
tions. and the hazards. I hove enclosed a form you may use. In addition. we 
must conduct annual practice rescue entries In your confined space(s) or In some 
other sfmHarly configured space(s). We would like to know If and when this could 
be arranged In your workplace. 

Please contact 1naao o !lilqlign Bm¥w«9l'Y9 

at P!ml, 

· 
so that we con discuss this In more detail and make 

arrangements to visit your workplace before any confined space entry opera-
11ons are scheduled. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Relcue()rgolllrallol'l'I � 



ca1n1n SPICE LICITIDII 

Name and Location of Faclllty 

The following Is a 11st of permit-required confined spaces located at our faclllty: 

Space Location Hazards 

Prepared By: 

Date: 

Phone Number: 
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f 1910.147 The control or hazardous 
eneray sources (lockout/tagout). 

(a) Scope, application and purpose
(1) Scope.

(i) This standard covers servicing and 
maintenance of machines and equipment in 
which the unexp«t«/ energization or start 
up of the machines or equipment, or 
release of stored energy could cause injury 
to employees. This standard establishes 
minimum performance requirements for 
the control of such hazardous energy. 

(ii) This scandard does DOl cover lhc
following: 

(A) Construction, agriculture and
maritime employment; 

{B) Installations under the exclusive 
control of electric utilities for the purpose 
of power generation. transmission and 
distribution, including related equipment 
for communication or metering; and 

(C) Exposure to electrical bawds from 
work on, near, or wi1h conductors or 
equipment in electric utilization 
installations, which is covered by Subpan 
S of this pan; and 

(D) Oil and gas well drilling and
servicina. 

(2) Application. (i) This standard applies
to the control of energy during servicing 
and/or maintenance of machines and 
equipment. 

(ii) Normal production operations are
not covercd by this standard (See Subpan 
0 of this Pan). Servicing and/or 
maintenance which takes place during 
normal production operations is covered 
by this standard only if;: 

(A) An employee is required to remove
or bypass • guard or other safe!)' device; 
or 

{B) An employee is required to place 
any pan of bis or her body into an area 
on a machine or piece of equipment where 
wort is IC1Ually pcrfonned upon the 
material beina processed (point of 
operation) or where an assoc:ialed danger 
zone exists during a machine operatina 
cycle. 

Nace: b«ptioa to paragrap/J <•J(2J(ii):
Minor tool changes and adjustments, and 
other minor scnicing activities, which 
we place duriJla normal production 
operations, are not covered by this 
standard if they are routine, repeutive; 
and integral to the use of tbe equipment 
for production, provided that tbe work is 
performed using alternative measures 
which provide effective protection (See 
Subpart O of this Put). 

(ili) This Slalldard does not apply to the 
following. 

(A) Work OD cord and plug COMected
elec:tral equipment for which exposure to 
the hazards of unexpected energization or 
stan up of the equipment is controlled by 

the uoplugging of the equipment from the 
energy source and by the plug being under 
the exclusive control of the employee 
performing the servicing or maintenance. 

(B) Hot Tap operations involving
transmission and distribution systems for 
substances such as gas, steam. water or 

· petroleum prodlldS when they are
performed on pressurized pipelines,
provided that the employer demons1rates
thal (I) continuity of service is essential;
(2) shutdown of the system is impractical;
and (3) documented procedures are
followed, and special equipment is used
which will provide proven effective
protection for employees.

(3) Purpose. (i) This section requires
employen to establish a program and
utilize procedures for affixing appropriate
lockout devices or tagout devices to
energy isolating devices. and to otherwise
disable machines or equipment to prevent
unexpected energization, stan-up or
release of stored energy in order to
prevent injury to employees.

(ii) When other standards in this pan
require the use of lockout or tagout, they
shall be used and supplemented by the
procedural and training requirements of
this section.

(b) Definitions applicable to this-section.
Affect«/ employ#. An employee whose 

job requires him/her to operate or use a 
machine or equipment on which servicing 
or maintenance is being performed under 
lockout or tagou1, or whose job requires 
him/her to work in an area in which su.ch 
servicing or maintenance is being 
performed. 

Authorized employee. A person who 
locks or implements a tagout system 
procedure on machines or equipment to
perfonn the servicinl or maintenance of 
that machine or equipment. An authorized 
employee and an affected employee may 
be lhc same person when the affected 
employee's duties also include performing 
maintenance or service on a machine or 
equipment which must be locked or a 
tagout system implemented. 

.. Capat,Je of being locked out. " An 
energy isolatinl device will be considered 
to be capable of being locked out either if 
it is designed with a hasp or other 
atllehment or integral pan to which, or 
through which. a lock can be affixed, or 
if it has a locking mechanism built into it. 
Other energy isolating devises will also be 
considered to be capable of being locked 
out, if lockout can be achieved widlout die 
need to dismantle, rebuild, or replace the 
energy isolating device or pefflWICfttly
alter its energy control capability. 

Energized. Connected to an energy 
source or containing residual or stored 
energy. 

Energ,- isolating de\·i�. A mechanica' 
device that physically prevents the 
transmission or release of energy, 
including but DOI limited to the following: 
A manually operated electrical circuit 
breaker; a discoMcct switch; a manually 
operated switch by which the c:onducton 
of a circui1 can be disconnected from all 
ungrounded supply condueton and. in 
addition, no pole can be operated 
independently; a slide gate; a slip blind; a 

-- line valve: a block; and any similar device 
used to block or isolate energy. The term 
does not include a push button, selector 
switch, and other control cln:uit type 
devices. 

Energy source. Any source of electrical. 
mechanical, hydraulic. pneuma1ic, 
chemical, thermal, or Olher energy. 

Hot tap. A procedure used in the repair, 
mainlenance and services activities which 
involves welding on a piece of equipment 
(pipelines. vessels. or tanks) under 
pressure, in order to install coMections or 
appunenanc:es. II is commonly used to 
replace or add sections of pipeline without 
the interruption of service for air, gas, 
water, steam, and petrochemical 
distribution 1ystcms. 

Lockout. The placement of a lockout 
device on an energy isolating device, in 
accordance with an established proccdur, 
ensuring that the energy isolating device 
and the cquipmenl being controlled caMot 
be operated until the lockout device is 
removed. 

Lockour device. A device that utilizes a 
positive means such as a lock, either key 
or combination type, to hold an energy 
isolating device in the safe position and 
prevent the energizing of a machine or 
equipment. 

Normal production opentions. The 
utilization of a machine or equipment to 
perform its intended production function. 

Servidnl and/or maintelWJCe. 
Workplace activities such as c:oastruc:ting, 
installing, setting up, adjusting, inspecting, 
modifying, and mainraining and /or 
servicing machines or equipmenl. These 
activities include lubrication, cleaning or 
unjamming of machines or equipment and 
making adjustments or tool chan,es, 
where the employee may be exposed to 
the unexpected eneraizatioa or startup of 
the equipment or release of hazardous 
energy. 

Setting up. A'/Jy wort performed to 
prepare a machine or equipment to
perform its nonna1 production operalion. 

T•gout. The placement of a ragout de
vice on an energy isolating device, in 
accordaac:e with an established proc:edun 
to indicate that 1he energy isolating device 
and the equipment beina controlled may 
not be operated unlit the tagout device is 
removed. 



.. 
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Tagout tk,•ice. A prominen1 •'liming 
tevice, such as a lag and a means of 
a11achmen1, which can be securely 
fastened to an energy isolating device in 
accordance willt an established procedure, 
to indicate that the energy isolating device 
and die equipment being controlled may 
not be operated until the taJout device is 
removed. 

(c) Genel31-(I) Energy conaol
program. The employer shall establish a 
program consisting of an energy control 
procedure and employee tnining to ensure 
that bef� any anployee perfonns any 
servicing or maintenance on a machine or 
equipment where the unexpected 
energizing, start up or release of stored 
energy c:ould oc:c:ur and cause injury. the 
machine or equipment shall be isolated, 
and rendered inoperative, in ac:c:ordanc:e 
with pangraph (c)(4) of this section. 

(2) Lockoutltagout. (i) If an energy
isolating device is not capable of being 
locked out, the employer's energy control 
program under paragraph (c)(l) of this 
section shall utilize a tagout sysiem. 

(ii) If an energy isolating device is
capable of being locked out. the 
employer's enerl)' control program under 
paragraph (c)( l )  of this section shall 
utilize lockout, unless the employer can 
demonstrate that the wilization of a t.agout 

.... ystem will provide full employee
protcetion as set fonh in paragraph (c)(3) 
or this section. 

(iii) After October 31, 1989, whenever
major replacement. repair, renovation or 
modification of machines or equipment is 
performed, and whenever new machines 
or equipment are installed, energy 
isolating devices for such machin� or 
equipment shall be desianed to accept a 
lockout device. 

(3) FuJJ «nployee prorection. (i) When
a tagout device is used on an energy 
isolating device which is capable of being 
locked out, the taJout device shall be 
attached at the wne location lhat lhe 
lockout device would have been attached, 
and lhe employer shall demonstrate that 
the tagout prognm will provide a level of 
safety equivalent to that obtained by using 
a lockout program. 

(ii) In demonstratina that a level of
safety is achieved in the uaout program 
which is equivalent to the level of safety 
obrained by using a lockout program, the 
employer shall demollstrate full 
compliance with all ta.gout-related 
provisions or this standard toaether with 
such additional elements as are necessary 
to provide the equivalent safety available 
'rom the use of a lockout device. 

dclitional means to be considered as pan 
of the demonstration of full employee 
protection shall include the implementation 

of additional safety measures such as the 
removal of an isolaiing circuit element, 
blocking of a controlling switch, opening 
of an extra disconnectina device, or the 
removal of a valve handle to reduce the 
likelihood of inadvenent energization. 

(4) ElleflY coatrol procedure. (i)
Procedures shall be developed, 
documented and utilized for the control of 
potentially hazardous energy when 
employees are engaged in the activities 
covered by this section. 

Note: Exception: The employer need not 
document the required procedure for a 
panicular machine or equipment when all 
of the following elements exist: (I) The 
machine or equipment has no potential for 
stored or residual energy or 
reaccumulation of stored enetl)' a�er shU1 
down which c:ould endanger employees; 
(2) the machine or equipment has a single
energy source which can be readily
identified and isolated; (3) the isolation
and locking OUI or lhat enero source will
completely deenergize and deactivate the
machine or equipment; (4) the machine or
equipment is isolated from that energy
source and locked out during servicina or
maintenance; (5) a single lockout device
will achieve a locked-out condition; (6)
the lockou1 device is under the exclusive
comrol or the authorized employee
perfonning the servicing or maintenance;
(7) the servicina or maintenance does not
create hazards for other employees; and
(8) the employer, in utilizinJ this
exception, has had no accidents involving 
the unexpected ac:tiva1ion or reenergization 
of the machine or equipment during 
servicinJ or maintenance. 

(ii) The procedures shall clearly and
specifically outline the scope, purpose, 
authorization, rules, and techniques to be 
utilized for ihe control of hazardous . 
enero. and the means to enfon:e 
compliance including, but not limited 10; 
the followina: 

(A) A specific statement of the intended
use of the procedure; 

(B) Specific procedural stepS ror
shuUing down, isolating, blocking and 
securing machines ar equipment to control 
hazardous energy; 

(C) Specific procedural steps for the
placement, removal and transfer of 
lockout devices or lagout devices and the 
responsibility for them; and 

(D) Specific requirements for testing a
machine or equipment to determine and 
verify the effectiveness of lockout devices, 
ragout devices, and other enero control 
measures, 

(S)· Protective materials and hardware.
(i) Locks, taas, chains, wedp, key
blocks, adapter pins, self-locking
fasteners, or other hardware shall be

provided by the employer for isolating. 
securing or blocking of machines or 
equipment from energy sources. 

(ii) Lockout devices and tagow devices
shall be singularly identified; shall be the 
only del'ice(s) used for controlling energy; 
shall 110C be used for other purposes; and 
shall meet the following requirements: 

(A) Durable. (1) Lockout and taSoUt
devices shall be capable of withstandin1 
the environment to which they are 
exposed for the maximum period of time 
that exposure is expected. 

(2) Tagout �ic:es shall be consuuctcd 
and printed so dw exposure to weather 
conditions or wet and damp locations will 
nor cause the tag to deteriorate or the 
message on the tag to become ille1ible. 

(3} Tags shall not deteriorate when used 
in corrosive environments such as areas 
where acid and alkali clremicals are 
handled and stored. 

(B) Standatdiud. Lockout and tagoul
devices shall be standardized within the 
facility in at least one of the followina 
criteria: Color; shape; or size; and 
additionally, in the case of taaout devices, 
print and fonnat shall be standardized. 

(C) Subsraacial-(1) Lockout devices.
Lockout devices shall be substantial 
enough to prevent removal without the use 
of excessive force or unusual techniques, 
such as with the use or boll cutters or 
other metal cutting tools. 

(2) Tagout devices. Tagout devices,
including and their means of attachment, 
shall be substantial enough to prevent 
inadvertent or accidental removal. Tagout 
device attachment means shall be of a 
non-reusable type, attachable by hand, 
self-loc:kina, and non-releasable with a 
minimum unlocking strength of no less 
than SO pounds and having the aeneral 
design and basic characteristics of being at 
least equivalent to a c,ne.piec:e, alJ. 
enviromnem-tolerant nylon cable tie. 

(D) Identifiable. Lockout devices and
tagout devices shall indicate the identity of 
the employee applying the device(s). 

(iii) Tagout devices shall warn against
haz.ardous conditions if the machine or 
equipment is energized, and shall include 
a legend llich II the following: Do Not

Start, Do Not Open. Do Not Oose. Do 
Not�. Do Not Opente. 

(6) Penodic hupec:tioa. (i) The
employer shall c:oaduc:t I periodic 
inspection of the energy conuol procedure 
at least aanually to ensure that the 
procedure. and the requirements of Ibis 
standard are beinJ followed. 

.(A) The periodic inspection shall be 
perfonned by an authorized employee 
other than the one(s) utiliiins the CDCrl)' 
control procedure being inspected. 
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(B) The periodic inspection shall be
designed to correct any deviations or 
inadequacies observed. 

(C) Where lockout is used for energy
control, the periodic inspection shall 
include a review, between the inspector 
and each aulborized employee, of dW 
employee's responsibilities under the 
energy control procedure being inspected. 

(D) Where ragout is used for energy
control, lhe periodic inspection shall 
include a review, between lhe inspector 
and each authorized and affected 
employee, of lhat employee's 
responsibilities under the energy control 
procedure being inspected, and the 
clements set forth in paragraph (c)(7)(ii) 
of dus section. 

(ii) The employer shall cenify lhat the
periodic inspections have been performed. 
The cenifJCation shall identify the machine 
or equipment on which the encrsy control 
procedure was bem, utilized, the date of 
the inspection, the employees included in 
the inspection, and the person performing 
the inspection. 

(7) Trainm, and c:ommuiucation. (i) The
employer shall provide training to ensure 
dial the purpose and function of the 
energy control program are understood by 
employees and that the knowledge and 
skills nquired for the safe application, 
usage, and removal of energy controls are 
requiRd by employees. The training shall 
include the following: 

(A) Each authorized employee shall
�ive trainin1 in the recognition of 
applicable hazardous energy sources, lhe 
type and magnitude of the energy 
available in the workplace, and the 
methods and means necessary for energy 
isolation and control. 

(B) Each affected employee shall be
instnictcd in the purpose and use of the 
enefl)' control procedure. 

(C) All other employees whose work
operations are or may be in an area where 
eDef1Y conrrol procedures may be utilized, 
shall be instructed about the procedure, 
and about the prohibition relating to 
aucmpes to resran or rcenergize machines 
or equipment which are locked out or 
tagged out. 

(ii) When ca,out systems are used,
employees shall also be trained in the 
followin1 limitations of tap: 

(A) Tags are essentially warning devices
affixed to energy isolating devices, and do 
DOI provide the physical restraint on those 
devices dial is provided by a l�k. 

(B) When a tq is attached to an energy
isolating means, it is not to be removed 
without authoriution of the authorized 
_,erson responsible for it, and it is never 
to be bypassed, ignored, or Olherwise 
defeated. 

(C) Tags must be legible and
undentandable by all authorized 
employees, affected employees, and all 
other employees whose work operations 
are or may be in the area, in order to be 
effective. 

(D) Tags and their means of attachment
must be made of materials which will 
withstand the environmental conditions 
encou111ered in the workplace. 

(E) Tags may evoke a false sense of
security, and their meaning needs to be 
underslOOd u pan of the overall energy 
control program. 

(F) Tags must be securely attached to
energy isolatin1 devices so that they 
cannot be inadvcnently or accidentally 
de1ached during use. 

(iii) Employee retraining.
(A) Retrainin1 shall be provided for all

authorized and affected employees 
whenever there is a change in their job 
assignments, a change in machines, 
equipment or processes that present a new 
hazard, or when there is a change in the 
energy control procedures. 

(B) Additional retraining shall also be
conducted whenever a periodic inspection 
under paragraph (c)(6) of this section 
reveals, or whenever the employer has 
reason to believe, lhat there are deviations 
from or inadequacies in the employee•s 
knowledge or use of energy comrol 
procedures. 

(C) The relraining shall reestablish
employee proficiency and introduce new 
or revised control methods and 
procedures, as necessary. 

(iv) The employer shall cenify that
employee training has been accomplished 
and is being kepi up to date. The 
certification shall contain each employee's 
name and dates of training. 

(8) Energy isolation. Implementation of
lockout or the caaout system shall be 
performed only by authorized employees. 

(9) Notification of employees. Affected
employees shall be notified by the 
employer or authorized employee of the 
application and removal of lockout devices 
or tagout devices. Notification shall be 
given before the eontrols are applied, and 
after they are ranoved from the machine 
or equipmelll. 

(d) Application of control. The
established procedure for the application 
of energy control (implementation of 
lockout or tapt system procedures) shall 
cover die following elements and actions 
and sbalJ be done in the following 
sequence: 

(1) PttpantiOtJ for 6hutdown. Before an
authorized or affected employee turns off 
a machine or equipment, the authorized 
employee shall have knowledge of the 
type and magnitude of the energy, the 
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hazards of the entrgy to be controlled. 
and the method or means to control the 
energy. 

(2) Machine or equipment shutdown.
The machine or equipment shall be turned 
off or shut down using the procedures 
required by this standard. An orderly 
shutdown must be utilized to avoid any 
additional or increased hazard(s) to 
employees as a result of equipment 
deenergization. 

(3) MIIChiM or equipment isol•tioa. All
energy isolating devices that are needed to 
control t� energy to lhe machine or 
equipment shall be physically located and 
operated in such a manner as to isolate the 
machine or equipment from the energy 
source(s). 

(4) Lockout or ragout device
application. (i) Lockout or taaout devices 
shall be affixed to each tnergy isolating 
device by authorized employees. 

(ii) Lockout devices, where used, shall
be affixed in a manner to that will bold 
the energy isolating devices in a .. safe" 
or "ofr' position. 

(iii) Tagout devices, where used, shall
be affixed in such a manner as will clearly 
indicate that the operation or movement of 
energy isolating devices from the "safe" 
or "ofr' position is prohibited. 

(A) Where tagout devices are used with
energy isoJaling devices designed with the 
capability of being locked, the ca, 
attachment shall be fastened at the same 
point at which the lock would have been 
attached. 

(B) Where a taa cannot be affixed
directly to the energy isolating device. the 
tag shall be located as close as safely 
possible 10 the device, in a position that 
will be immediately obvious to anyone 
auempting to operate the device. 

(S) Stored energy. (i) Following the
applicaiion of lockout or tagout devices to 
energy isolating devices. all potentially 
hazardous stored or residual energy shall 
be relieved, disconnected, restrained, and 
otherwise rendered safe. 

C ii) If there is a possibility of 
rcaccumulation of stored enefl)' to a 
haiardous level, verification of isolation 
shall be continued until the servicing or 
maintenance is completed. or until the 
possibility of such accumulation no longer 
exists. 

(6) Verification of isolation. Prior lo
starting work on machines or equipment 
that have been locked out or taaged out, 
the authorized employee shall verify that 
isola1ion and deenerpution of the 
machine or equipment have been 
accomplished. 

(e) Relast! from lockout or ,.,out.
Before lockout or tagout devices are 
removed and energy is restored to the 
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machine or equipment. procedures shall be 
followed and actions taken by the 
authorized employce(s) 10 ensure the 
following: 

(I) The machine or equipment. The
work area shall be inspected to ensure that 
nonessential items have been removed and 
to ensure that machine or equipment 
components are operationally intact. 

(2) Employees. (i) The work area shall
be checked to ensure that all employees 
have been safely positioacd or removed. 

(ii) Before lockout or taac,ut devices are
removed and before machines or 
equipment are energized, affected 
employees shall be notified that the 
lockout or tagout devices have been 
removed. 

(3) Lockout or tagout devices removal.
Each lockout or ragout device shall be 
removed from each energy isolating 
device by the employee who applied the 
device. E,cception to paragraph (e)(J): 
When the authorized employee who 
applied the lockout or tagout device is not 
available to remove it, that device may be 
removed under the direction of the 
employer, provided that specific 
procedures and training for such removal 
have been developed, documented and 
incorporated into che employer's energy 
control program. Tbe employer shaU 
demonstrate that the specific procedure 
provides equivalent safety to the removal 
of the device by the authorized employee 
who applied it. The specific procedure 
shall include ll least die following 
elements: 

(i) Verification by \be employer that the
authorized employee who applied the 
devic:e is not at the facility; 

(ii) MakinJ all reasonable effons to
comact the auchorized employee to inform 
him/her that bis/her lockout or ragout 
device has been mnovod; and 

(iii) Ensuring lbat the authorized
employee has this knowledp before 
he/she mwnes work at that facility. 

(f) Additional requirements. (I) Tnring
or positioning of machiMS, equipmtnr or 
components thereof. In situations in which 
lockou1 or tagout devices must be 
temporarily removed from the energy 
ilollling device and 1be machine or 
equipment energized to rat or position the 
machine, equipment or component thereof. 
the following sequence of actions shall be 
followed: 

(i) Clear the machine or equipment of
tools and materials in accordance whb 
paragraph (e)(I) of this section; 
· (ii) Remove employees from the

machine or equipment area in accordance
with paragraph (e)(2) of this section;

(iii) Remove the lockout or 1agout
devices as specified in paragraph (e)(3) of 
this section; 

(iv) Energize and proceed with testing
or positioning; 

(v) Decnergize all systems and reapply
energy control measures in accordance 
with paragraph (d) of this section to 
continue the servicing and/or maintenance. 

(2) Outside personnel (contractoT'$, ere.).
(i) Whenever outside servicing personnel
are to be engaged in activities covered by
the scope and application of this standard,
the on-site employer and the outside
employer shall infonn each other of their
respective lockout or 1agout procedures.

(ii) The on-side employer shall ensure
that his/her personnel understand and 
comply wilh restrictions and prohibitions 
of the outside employer's energy control 
procedures. 

(3) Group lockout or ragout. (i) When
servicin1 and/or maintenance is performed 
by a crew, craft, depanment or other 
group, they shall utilize a procedure which 
affords the employees a level of procection 
equivalent lO that provided by the 
implementation of a personal loctoui or 
tagoul device. 

(ii) Group lockout or tqout devices
shall be used in accordance with the 
procedures required by paragraph (c)(4) of 
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this section including. but not necessarily 
limited 10, the following specific 
requirements. 

(A) Primary responsibility is vested in
an audlorized employee for a set number 
of employees working under the protection 
of a group lockmn or tagout device (such 
as an operations lock): 

(8) Provision for the authorized
employee 10 ascenain the elLposure status 
of individual group members with regard 
to the lor.kout or tagout of the machine or 
equipment and 

(C} When more than one crew, craft, 
department, etc. is involved, assignment 
of overall job-associated lockout or tagout 
conrrol responsibility to an authorized 
employee dcsianated to c:oordinare affected 
work forces and ensure continuity of 
protection; and 

(D) Each authorized employee shall
affix a personal lockout or ta1out device 
to the group lockout device, group 
lockbox, or comparable mechanism when 
he or she begins work, and shall remove 
1hose devices when he or she stops 
working on the machine or equipment 
being serviced or maintained. 

(4) Shifr or personnel changes. Specific
procedures shall be utilized during shift or 
personnel changes to ensure the continuity 
of lockout or tagout protection, including 
provision for the orderly tranSfer of 
lockout or &agout devices between off. 
1oing and oncoming employees, to 
minimize exposure to hazards from the 
unexpccu,d energization, scan-up of the 
machine or equipment, or release of 
stored energy. 

Note: The following Appendix to I 
1910.147 services as a non-mandatory 
guideline to assist employcn and 
employees in complyiq with the 
requiremeJus of tins scebOD, as well u to 
provide other helpful infonnalioll. Nothiq 
in the Appendix adds to or detracts from 
any of the requiremems of chis section. 
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General 

APPENDIX A - TYPICAL MINIMAL LOCKOUT 
OR TAGOUT SYSTEM PROCEDURES 

Lockout is the preferred method of isolating machines or equipment from energy sources. 
To assist employers in developing a procedure which meets the requirements of the standard, 
however, the following simple procedure is provided for use in both lockout or tagout 
programs. This procedure may be used when there are limited number or types of machines or 
equipment or there is a single power source. For more complex systems. a more 
comprehensive procedure will need to be developed, documented. and utilized. 

Lockout (or Tagout) Procedure for (Name of Company). 

Purpose 
This procedure establishes the minimum requirements for the lockout or tagout of energy 

isolating devices. It shall be used ro ensure that the machine or equipment are isolated from all 
potentially hazardous energy, and locked out or tagged out before employees perform any 
servicing or majntenance activities where the unexpected energization, stan•up or release of 
stored energy could cause injury (Typc(s) and Magnitude(s) of Ener&Y and Hazards). 

Responsibility 
Appropriate employees shall be instructed in the safety significance of the lockout (or 

tagout) procedure (Name(s)/Job Title(s) of employees authorized to lockout or tagout). Each 
new or transferred affected employee and other employees whose work operations are or may 
be in the area shall be instructed in the pmpose and use of the lockout or tagOUI procedure 
(Name(s)/Job Tille(s) of affected employees and how to notify). 

Preparation for Lockout or Tagout 
Make a survey to locate and identify all isolating devices to be cenain which switch(s), 

valve(s) or other energy isolating devices apply to the equipment to be locked or tagged out. 
More than one energy source (electrical, mechanical, or others) may be invol'ied. (Typc(s) and 
location(s) of energy isolating means). 

Sequence of Lockout or Tagout System Procedure 
(I) Notify all affec1ed employees that a lockout or tagout system is going to be utilized and

the reuon therefor. The authorized employee shall know the type and magnitude of energy 
that the machine or equipment utilizes and shall understand the hazards thereof. 

(2) If the machine or equipment is operating, shut it down by the nonnal stopping procedure
(depress stop button, open toggle switch, etc.) 

(3) Operate the switch, valve, or other energy isolating device(s) so that the equipment is
isolated from its energy source(s). Stored energy {such as that in springs, elevated machine 
members, rotating flywheels, hydraulic systems. and air, gas, steam. or water pressure. e1c.) 
must be dissipated or restrained by methods such as repositioning. blocking, bleeding down, 
etc. (Type(s) of Stored Energy-methods to dissipate or restrain). 

(4) Lockout and/or taJout the energy isolating devices with assigned individual lock(s) or
taJ(s) (Method(s) Selected: i.e., locks tags, additional safety measures, etc.) 

(5) After ensuring that no personnel are exposed, and as a check on having disconnected the
energy sources, operate the push button or other nonnal operating controls to make certain the 
equipment will not opcrale (Typc(s) of Equipment checked ro ensure discoMections). 

CAUTION: Rctum operating control(s) to .. neutral" or .. ofr' �ition after the rest. 
(6) The equipment is now locked out or ta11ed out.

Restoring Machines or Equipment to 
Normal Production Operations 

(1) After the servicing and/or maintenance is complete and equipment is ready for normal
production operations, check the area around the machines or equipment to ensure that no one 
is exposed. 

(2) After Ill tools have been removed from the machine or equipment, guards have been
reinstalled and employees are in the clear, remove all lockout or ra,out devices. Operate the 
energy isolating devices to restore energy to the machine or equipment. 
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Procedure Involving More Than One Person 
In the preceding steps, if more th�n one individual is required to lockout or tagout 

equipment, each shall place his/her own personal lockout de,,ice or tagou1 device on the 
energy isolating device(s). When an energy isolating device cannot accept multiple locks or 
tags, a multiple lockout or tagout de"·ice (hasp) may be used. If lockout is used, a single lock 
may be used to lockout the machine or equipment with 1he key being placed in a lockout box 
or cabinet which allows the use of multiple locks 10 secure it. Each employee will then use 
his/her own lock to secure the box or cabinet. As each person no longer needs to maintain 
his/her lockout protection, that person will remove his/her lock from the box or cabinet 
(Name(s)/Job Tille(s) of employees authorized for group lockout or tagoul). 

Basic Rules for Using Lockout or Tagout Syste.m Procedure 
All equipment shall be locked ou1 or tagged out to pr01ec1 against accid.:ntal or inadvenent 

operation when such operation could cause injury 10 personnel. Do not attempt 10 operate an)· 
switch. valve. or other energy isolating de,·ice where it is locked or a ragged out. 

LOCKOUT (OR TAGOUTI PROCEDURE 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

(Description) 

Same or Company 

Type(s) and �laanitude(s) of energy and hazards 

Name(s)/Job Title(s) of employees authorized to lockout or taaout 

Name(s)/Job Tlt�s) of affected employees and how 10 noiify 

Type(s) and Location of energy isolating means 

Type(s) or Stored Eneray-melhods to dissipate or restrain 

Method(s) Selected. i.e., Jocks, tags, additional safety measures, etc. 

Type(s) or Equipment checked to ensure disconneclions 

Name(s)/Job Tltle(s) of employees authorized for group lockout or tagout 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Fire department confined space response plans 

Ha fire department is going to respond to confined space incidents, it must have 
a plan in place that will provide the policies, procedures and guidance necessary for a 
safe and effective re�e. The plan snould indicate the level of response the deparbnent 
will provide as well as basic guidance in areas, such as the duties of the various 
functions, training requirements, equipment, available resources and target sites and 
hazards. 

Plan components 

Identification of confined spaces 

Before any consideration can be given to what level of response can be provided, 
it is necessary to determine the community's needs. The first step in this process is 
identifying the confined spaces on district property as well as within the departments' 
response area. As the responsible authority for department property, the governing body 
must comply with the provisions of 1910.146 if there are pennit required confined 
spaces on department property. 

Potential locations for confined spaces in a response area include: 
• Industrial, commercial and institutional facilities

Examples include: manufacturing facilities, power plants, hospitals, 
schools and utilities 

• Agriculture
Examples include silos, hoppers and pits 

• Marine
An example would be a ship hold 

• Public Services
Examples include: water systems, sewer systems including treatment 

fadlities and storm sewer systems 

Department response level(s) 

After the confined spaces within the response area have been identified, the next 
step is deciding what is the appropriate level of response the department will provide. 
This is determined by evaluating the needs of the community, the ability of the 
department to provide the service and the available outside resources. 

Aside from no response at all, there are four basic levels of response which a 
department may provide: 

• Primary rescue team

February 1995 

A fully trained and equipped team which will respond first to rescue 
incidents that occur. 
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• Backup response team
A team that acts as a back-up.to a primary response team, such as one 

provided by an industrial facility. This type of team may not carry all 
of the equipment necessary and instead rely on the facilities' 
equipment 

• First responder
Wnere the organization utilizes mutual aid for rescue services but 

coordinates the response of other agencies. Medical and other non
rescue services may or may not be provided by the first responder 
organization. 

• Support re�nse
No active role in rescue is provided and the only services provided are 

those that are as support to other agencies. 

Personnel requirements 

As mentioned earlier, it is important to determine the department's ability to 
provide the necessary level of response. The first of two major areas to be examined is 
the ability of department personnel in meeting the requirements of the expected level of 
response. The major areas of concern are: 

• Personnel selection
Physical requirements, mental attributes and enough people to volunt!!er 

for this duty. It is recommended, given the special stresses associated 
with this type of rescue, that this not be a forced assignment. 

• Duty assignments
Ample personnel must be available to fill the required positions for the 

chosen level of response. 
•Training

Depending on the level of response, the training requirements can be quite 
substantial. The assigned individuals must have the time and the 
desire to obtain and maintain the necessary training. 

• Outside resources
Identifying these resources will help determine what is available. An 

example would be an industrial team that can respond out to the 
community, thus eliminating the need for the department to have a 
primary level team. 

Equipment requirements 

The second major area to be examined when determining whether the department 
is able to provide the expected level of response is the equipment requirements. 
Evaluation of the spaces is required to determine such things as necessaiy monitoring 
and ventilation equipment, personal protective equipment and retrieval systems. Wnen 
this has been accomplished, the ability of the department to purchase and maintain this 
equipment can play a major role in the decision making process. 
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Response checklist 

The final major component of the response plan is an emergency response 
checklist. This checlilist provides for a systematic approach of evaluating the hazards 
present and the appropriate procedure to deal with the hazard. This checklist can also 
be used as a planning tool before an incident to assist in determining the level of 
response a cfepartment will provide to a facility or type of space. 

The sample dtecklist on the next page is an example of what may be used to 
assist in the deasion making process. Listed along the left edge are a series of confined 
space hazards and across the top are control procedures and equipment. Where the 
corresponding rows and columns meet, "•" indicates a suggestecl control procedure and 
equipment. and "o" indicates that entry must not be made until the explosive 
atmosphere is removed. 

Of final concern when determining the appropriate response to the rescue 
situation is the concept of rescue vs. recovery. Rescue is defined as the saving of a live 
victim from a dangerous situation. Recovery is the removal of a victim's body that has 
been either legally pronounced dead or is obviously dead by reason of massive trauma 
or has been exposed for an extended time to an unsurvivable condition. In the end, we 
do not trade rescuers lives for victims lives, nor do we risk rescuers lives to recover 
bodies. 
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Lesson 6: Rescue Incident Command System 
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Radio traffic should be limited to only essential messages. Multi-channel radio 
capability enhances communications by allowing use of separate channels for different 
distinct functions or command responsibilities. The use of hard wire communication 
systems, face-to-face verbal communications, hand signals and tag line signals also have 
distinct advantages in some situations. 

In the JCS, a communications unit may be established to handle responsibility for 
all communications planning and channel assignments at the incident, including: 

•Two-way radio communication to/ from personnel at the scene and to/ from
scene and communication center;

• Hard wired sy�ems;
•Computer/modem/(fax); and
• Any other form of communications.

Resource management 

Personnel and equipment resources are categorized and managed by three 
methods depending on fhe need of the incident The most common mode of resource 
management used at an incident is referred to as a single resource. A single resource is 
defined as an individual company or crew. An example would be personnel arriving 
with a fire department pumper being considered a company if they function together 
with a designated leader to accomplish a specific task. A crew is a leader ancf five 
subordinates without apparatus. The number of personnel in a aew should not exceed 
the recommended span-of-control guidelines of five workers plus one aew leader. 

A task force is any combination of single resources put together for a temporary 
assignment or special task. An example of a task force would be if two heavy rescue 
crews and their officers at a multi-story building collapse incident, previously 
designated as crews, are combined with the personnel from an advanced life support 
EMS unit and sent into the building to extricate a trapped victim on the second Ifoor. 
These individual aews with combined resources now working under the direction of one 
officer, may be designated as a rescue task force. 

A strike team is comprised of a set number of resources of the same kind and 
type. If, for example, for a mutual-aid fire in a rural area, the neighboring county is 
contacted and requested to dispatch five 1000 gpm pumpers to establish a water 
supply from a drafting site to t&e scene. These combined resources, with a certain 
number of personnel and one leader, all with common communication capabilities, could 
be designated as the mutual aid counties' water supply strike team. 

Status conditions are assigned to each resource in order to maintain an accurate 
picture of the resources used. These status conditions are either classified as: 

• assigned-in-service and working at the incident;
• staged and available for assignment;
•rehab-at rehabilitation/rest area and not available for work; or
• out-of-service

When rescue is just one portion of a 1Sf$er overall incident, such as structure fire, 
the rescue of victims is included as part of the mcident command system operations 
sector. In this instance, the rescue leader reports directly to "operations. The rescue 
officer supervises all tactical activities related to the rescue of victims. A rescue safety 
officer position may be established specially, in addition to the safety officer of the 
entire incident. 
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When rescue is the primary focus of an incident, such as a confined space rescue 
emergency, the rescue officer may also be assigned as operations officer. In either case, 
single personnel may function as a single resow-ce and &e designated as a crew or 
company or be lumped together with sufficient leadership to be designated as a task 
force or strike team. The incident commander supervises the overall incident regardless 
of the size or magnitude of the operation. 

Figure 1.6-2 

Sample Confined Space ICS Chart 
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The typical confined space incident command system does not normally require 
as elaborate a system as the NFA model system. The sample confined space ICS chart 
(Figure 1.6-2) shown above is one example of how a scene can be managed. Each branch 
covers a distinct area of concern, as does the NFA model, while maintaining an 
adequate span of control. 
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Introduction to Confined Space Rescue 

Personal protective equipment 

When performing a rescue in a confined space, the most important consideration 
is the rescuer's safety. Just as in structural firefighting, using a total protective envelope 
is one of the most important a� of providing for the safety of rescue personnel. This 
total protective envefope consists of body, respiratory, head, loot, hand and eye 
protection. Selecting tne various components depends on the hazards present and the 
space configuration. 

Body protection 

Selecting body protectio� as well as any other personal protective equipment, 
will be based on the kriown as well as potential hazards. The three major types of 
protective clothing used in confined space rescue are structural firefighter clothing 
(turnout gear), coveralls and chemical protective clothing. 

Structural firefighter clothing: includes protective coat and possibly pants; 
protects against short duration temperature extremes as well as some protection against 
cuts, abrasions and certain chemicals, the bulky construction of this type of clothing may 
present mobility problems which could result in operational difficulties as well as 
significant physical stre�. 

Coveralls: should be flame resistant; some are insulated to protect against the 
cold; prefe1Ted in many situations because of the lack of bulk which provides for a great 
deal of comfort and mobility. 

Chemical protective clothing: protects from direct chemical contact; used in 
situations where chemical exposure is an issue; the size and bulk of some types may not 
allow for entry into some spaces; chemical protective clothing is broken down into four 
levels depending on the extent of protection provided. 

Februuy1995 

Level A: used when the highest level of protection is necessaiy; includes 
totally encapsulated chemical protective suit, chemical resistant inner and 
outer gloves and chemical resistant boots. 

Level B: used when a reduced level of skin and eye protection is 
necessary; includes chemical resistant clothing (non-encapsulating 
design), ooveralls, chemical resistant inner and outer gloves, chemical 
resistant boots (steel toe and shank) and chemical resistant over boots. 

Level C used where airborne contaminate is known and criteria for air 
purifying respirator is met; skin and eye exposure problems are unlikely; 
includes chemical resistant clothing (non-encapsulating design), chemical 
resistant inner and outer gloves, chemical resistant boots (steel toe and 
shank) and chemical resistant over boots. 
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Level D: used where respiratory or skin hazards (due to chemical 
exposure) are not present; consists primarily of a work uniform (turnout 
gear and coveralls fall into this category). Most confined space rescues 
fall into this category. 

Respiratory protection 

Because abnospheric hazards pose one of the greatest risks to confined space 
entrants, selecting and using respiratory protection is of the ubnost importance. The 
types of respiratory protection include: 

Air purifying respirator: relies on filtration devices to remove particulates, gases 
and vapors from the abnosphere; filters may not handle all hazards present and they 
are no good for oxygen-deficient atmospheres; available in full and half mask varieties. 
Full mask provides eye and face protection; this type of respirator is not normally used 
in confined space rescue because of the possibility of oxygen-deficient or enriched 
atmospheres as well as multiple potential hazards. 

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA): self-contained breathing air and 
full face piece provide a much greater level of protection than air purifying respirators; 
available in 30 to 60 minute versions; comes with a full face piece for eye and face 
protection; may have supplied air connection to allow for extended work time 
(commonly referred to as Supplied Air Breathing Apparatus (SABA); SCBA and SABA 
may be a disadvantage in confined spaces because of the bulk of the back frame and 
bottle as well as having a limited air supply (non-airline types). 

Air Line Respirator/ Supplied Air Respirator (SAR): breathing air is supplied 
from either a compressor or stored air (bottle) system located outside the space; has the 
same advantages as SCBA as far as face piece and air supply; system components 
include the respirator (positive pressure), escape bottle (5-10 minute, 10 minute 
recommended), the air line (300 foot maximum depending on the flow required and 
manufacturer) and a compressor or stored air system. The harness assembly may be 
either a sling type or full body harness type. The full body harness type that is available 
is designed to eliminate the need for separate respirator and retrievafharnesses. 

The advantages are that the air supply is not limited to what you take with you. 
Its small size allows access into smaller spaces and provides for more maneuverability. 
Disadvantages include the potential for air line entanglement or damage. The small 
escape bottle size may not allow much time in an emergency to evacuate the space. 
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Head protection 

The types of head protection include: 

Firefighter helmet impact resistant shell provides a high level of protection; 
liner provides some thermal protection and may 6e combined with a Nomex hood; the 
wide brim at the rear of the helmet and the face shield may be a disadvantage because it 
may make it difficult to fit into and maneuver in tight places. 

Hard hat-type helmet impact resistant shell provides a level of head protection 
(depending on the style it may not provide as much as the firefighter helmet); liner (if 
provided) will provide some thermal protection and may be combined with a Nomex 
hood; has a small front brim and no rear brim; front brim provides some protection for 
the top of the respirator face piece; preferred by many rescue teams because of the 
impact resistance provided; its smaller, overall size allows for easier maneuverability as 
we1l as entry into tighter spaces. 

Climbing helmet impact resistant shell provides a level of head protection 
(depending on the style may not be as much as the firefighter helmet or nard hat); has no 
brims allowing for smallest possible size. 

Eye protection and face protection 

The types of eye protection include: 

Respirator face piece: provides maximum protection because of full face 
coverage; eyes are totally insulated from outside atmosphere which protects them from 
dust, mist and chemicals. 

Safety glasses or goggles: good for areas where respirators are not needed; 
should include retainer strap (chums) and side shields. 

Helmet face shield: not normally used because it provides minimal protection in 
a confined space environment and because of its bulk. 

Foot protection 

The types of foot protection include: 

Firefighter boots: primarily used in conjunction with turnout gear; provides a 
high level of protection but their bulk makes use difficult in some situations. 

Safety work boots: steel toe and shank provide impact and puncture resistance; 
design provides some ankle protection; their light weight and flexibility make them good 
for confined space and rope work. 

Safety work shoes: steel toe and shank provide impact and puncture resistance; 
lack of ankle support or protection makes them not the best suited for rescue work. 

Hand protection 

The types of gloves include: 
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Leather firefighting gloves: designed to be puncture and cut resistant; insulation 
provides thermal protection; bulkiness may reduce dexterity; lack of palm reinforcement 
makes them not as good as rescue gloves for rope work. 

Leather rescue (rappeD gloves: provides some puncture and cut resistance; lack 
insulation for thermal protection; provide a good "feel" of the rope and tools; reinforced 
palm provides good protection for rope work. 

Latex medical gloves: protect from contamination of hands from body fluids as 
well as some chemicals; shouldbe worn when handling victims (refer to your fire 
department infection control plan). 

Miscellaneous equipment 

This category includes various items, such as hearing protection, PASS devices 
and personal lignting. With regards to choosing personal lighting, care should be taken as 
to its ease of use, duration and intensity. The most common types in use include hand 
held and helmet mounted flashlights as well as chemical lightsticks. 
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Knot Practical Skills 

Name:. __________ _ 

Individual Knots: 

Simple Figure of 8 

Figure of 8 on Bight 

Figure of 8 Follow Through Loop 

Figure of 8 Bend -Join 2 Ropes 

Double Loop Figure of 8 

In Line Figure 8 Loop 

Double Fisherman 

Prusik Hitch 

Overhand Knot 

Safety Knot (Half Dbl. Fisherman) 

Munter Hitch 

Square Knot 

Butterfly Knot 

Wristlet Knot 

Water Knot 

Mariner's Knot 

Date: _/_!_ 

Complete I Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete I Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 
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Lesson 2: Confined Space Hazards 
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Confined Space Rescue Hazards

Confined space hazards 

The atmosphere in a confined space may be extremely hazardous because of the 
lack of natural air movement This characteristic of confined spaces can result in 
oxygen-deli.dent atmospheres, flammable atmospheres and/ or toxic atmospheres. 

In addition to these atmospheric hazards, there are a number of physical 
hazards the rescuer may encounter that will be a threat to their safety and well-being. 
Identifying and eliminating these hazards is a major component of a successful 
operation. 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health has developed the 
following atmospheric hazard classification chart (Figure 2.2-1) to assist entrants in 
determining the level of hazard present in a space. This chart, when used in conjunction 
with generally accepted safety practices, should asmt departments in reducing or 
eliminating the hazards associated with this type of rescue. 

Oxygen-deficient atmospheres 

An oxygen-defident atmosphere has less than 19.5 percent available oxygen 
(02). Any atmosphere with less than 19.5 percent oxygen should not be entered without 
an approved sell-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) or supplied air respirator 
(SAR) with an escape bottle. 

The oxygen level in a confined space can decrease because of work being done, 
such as welding, cutting or brazing; or it can be decreased by certain chemical reactions 
(rusting) or through bacterial action (fermentation). 

The oxygen level is also deaeased if oxygen is displaced by another gas, such as 
carbon dioxide or nitrogen. Total displacement of oxygen by another gas, such as 
carbon dioxide, will result in unconsciousness followed by death. 

Flammable atmospheres 

Two things make an atmosphere .flammable: the oxygen in the air and a 
.flammable gas, vapor or dust in the proper mixture. DiffeNm,t gases have different 
flammable ranges. If an ignition source (e.g., a sparking or electrical tool) is introduced 
into a space containing a flammable atmosphere, an explosion will result 

An oxygen-enriched atmosphere (above 23.5 percent) will cause flammable 
materials, such as clothing and hair, to bum violently when ignited. Therefore, never 
use pure oxygen to ventilate a confined space. Ventilate with normal air. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

CLASS A CLASSB CLASSC 

Immediately dangerous to Dangerous, but not Potential hazard 
life immediately life threatening 

OXYGEN 

CLASS A CLASSB CLASSC 

16% or less *(122 mm Hg) or 16.1% to 19.4% *(122-147 mm 19.5% - 21.4% *(148-163 mm 
greater than 25% (190 mm Hg, or 21.5% to25% (163-190 Hg) 
Hg) mmHg) 

FLAMMABIUTY OIARACTERISTICS 

CLASS A CLASSB CLASSC 

20% or greater of lower 10-19% LFL 10% LFL or less 
flammable limit (LFL)

TOXICTY 

CLASS A CLASSB CLASSC 

IDLH ** Greater than contamination Less than contamination level 
level, referenced in 29 CFR referenced in 29 CFR Part 1910 
Part 1910, Subpart Z (IDLH SubpartZ 
**) 

* Based upon a total atmospheric pressure of 760 mm Hg (sea leveD
** Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health

Toxic Atmospheres 

Most substances (liquids, vapors, gases, mists, solid materials and dusts) should 
be considered hazardous in a confined space. Toxic substances can come from the 
product stored in the space or the product can be absorbed into the walls and give off 
toxic gases when removed. Toxic vapors can also be given off when cleaning out the 
residue of a stored product. For example, removing sludge from a tank of decomposed 
material can give olf deadly hydrogen sulfide gas. 

Work being performed in a confined space, such as welding, cutting, brazing, 
painting, sa"aping, sanding or degreasing, can also generate vapors. For example, 
deaning solvents are used in many industries for cleaning/ degreasing. The vapors from 
these solvents are very toxic in a confined space. 

Atmospheric conditions in areas adjacent to the confined space can also enter 
and accumulate in a confined space, thereby contaminating the area. 
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Confined Space Rescue Hazards 

Air quality 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration, based on its review of 
accident data, has determined that a�hyxiation is the leading cause of death in 
confined spaces. The asphyxiations that have occurred in permit spaces have generally 
resulted from oxygen deficiency or &om exposure to toxic atmospheres. 

Because of this, monitoring and controlling atmospheric hazards will play a 
major role in any response to a confined space incident. The results of atmospheric 
testing will influence almost every aspect of the operation including tactics, PPB 
selection and even whether the victim is most likely viable or not. 

Atmospheric monitoring equipment 

When choosing monitoring instruments for use in confined spaces, there are four 
characteristics that should be considered: 

Portability: the chosen instrument should be small and lightweight, use battery 
power or have no power requirements, be resistant to shocks and moisture and 
have remote monitoring capability; (this last requirement is important because 
you will not need to enter space to test and you will be able test at various levels 
in the space). 
Able to provide reliable, useful results: results should be easy to understand 
and relevant; field calibration is desirable and the degree of accuracy should be 
stated. 
Sensitive and selective: sensitivity refers to the lowest detectable amount of a 
substance; selectivity refers to the device's ability to detect and measure only the 
target product. 
Intrinsically safe: devices may be used in a hazardous environment so the device 
cannot act as an ignition source. 

There are two basic types of portable monitoring equipment: direct reading 
instruments and colorimetric detector tubes. Direct reading instruments are further 
broken down into two types (as defined by how they operate): diffusion head assembly 
and electro-chemical sensor types. 

Direct reading diffusion head assembly instruments bmn combustible gases to 
determine presence and quantity. This type of assembly is used in combustible 
gas detectors. 

Direct reading electro-chemical sensor instruments use a chemical reaction in the 
sensor(s) to determine the presence of certain gases. This type is used for oxygen.. 
hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, etc. 

Colori,netric detector tubes are glass tubes containing a mixture of chemicals 
which �e color when exposed to specific contaminates. An air sample is 
drawn through the tube by a pump. A major consideration with this type of 
detector is the need for different tubes for different contaminates. 
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Monitoring confined space abnospheres 

It is important to understand that some gases or vapors are heavier than air and 
will settle to ttie bottom of a confined space. Also, some gases are lighter than air and 
will be found around the top of the coriBned space. Therefore, it is necessary to test 
all areas (top, middle, bottom) of a confined space with properly calibrated testing 
instruments to determine what gases are present. 

Before testing the atmosphere, there are two checks with direct reading 
instruments that must be performed to insure the monitor_ will operate properly. First, 
the monitor must be calibrated as per manufacturer's instructions. This is usually 
accomplished using a calibration kit sold by the meter manufacturer. This calibration is 
normally performed on a routine basis at a place other than the emergency scene. The 
second is the field check immediately prior to testing. This is where the monitor is 
"zeroed" as per manufacturer's instructions. 

Testing Sequence 

To obtain accurate results, the atmosphere in the confined space must be 
sampled in the following order: 

1} Oxygen level: diffusion head assembly meters will not show accurate
readings if the oxygen level is too low or high.

2} Flammability: you must understand the type of meter and flammable material
being tested. The meter may test for LEL, percent gas or PPM. LEL meters may
require using a response curve or conversion factors _for the specific gas or
vapor being tested for.

3} Toxics: most common toxics found in confined spaces are carbon monoxide
and hydrogen sulfide. Pre-planning or information obtained at the site may
indicate a need to test for other chemicals.

If testing reveals oxygen-deficiency, greater than 10 percent LEL or the presence 
of toxic gases or vapors, the space must be ventilated and re-tested before workers 
enter. If ventilation is not possible and entry is necessary (for emergency rescue, for 
example}, workers must nave appropriate respiratory and body protection. 

Never trust your senses to determine if the air in a confined space is safe! You can 
not see or smell many toxic gases and vapors nor can you determine the level of 
oxygen present. 

Confined space ventilation 

Unless you can be absolutely sure there is no atmospheric hazard within the 
confined space, there should always be a ventilation system in place. The type of system 
used and the ventilation method chosen will depend on the equipment available, space 
configuration and the hazards (or potential hazards) that are in the space. 

When deciding what ventilation equipment to use, you m9" �e able to choose 
between equipment afready in place (fixed) or use equipment you t>ring with you 
(portable). 
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ff the space already has a ventilation system installed, find out if it will ventilate 
to the degree and in the area that you need. Also, it may be locked out. ff so, is it safe to 
tum it back on? 

Examples of portable ventilation equipment include fire department exhaust 
fans, positive pressure ventilation fans and confined space ventilation fans. These fans 
can be electric or gas engine driven. Great care must be taken to ensure that exhaust 
fumes from ANY engine are not drawn into the intake of the ventilation fan. 

When choosing a fan to use in confined space situations, the following selection 
aiteria should be followed: 

• The fan must be explosion proof. It is important that flammable vapors being
drawn through the Ian will not be ignited

• The fan should be duct work compatible. Duct work may be important when
eliminating "short circuiting" and when exhausting contaminated air to a safe
place.

• The fan must be powerful enough to move the desired quantity of air and
throw the air far enough into tne space. Because this is not always possible, it
may be necessary to use a series of fans.

Ventilation methods 

Th.ere are two types of ventilation used in confined spaces; local exhaust and 
general (dilution) ventilation. Choosing the appropriate method requires evaluating the 
space for the type, characteristics and location of the contaminate, Si'a1.� ....,�1u6·11i•at:.\Jn 
and available equipment 

Local exhaust ventilation is best for controlling highly toxic or flammable 
materials produced at a single point. The intake should be close to the point where 
vapors are being given off and the exhaust should be to a safe place away from the 

ace. This type of ventilation does not work well when the toxic atmosphere is widely 
ersed oi the source of the vapors cannot be reached by the ventilation equipment 

an exhausted to a safe area. 

General (dilution) ventilation is the most commonly used method of ventilation 
in confined space rescues. Because of the limited time some victims have to remain 
viable, it may not be possible to locate the source of a contaminate. 

The two types of general ventilation are positive presmre (supply) (Figure 2.3-1) 
and exhaust venfifation (Figure 2.3-2). The advantage of general ventilation is that it is 
good for providing oxygen (fresh air) and controlling low levels of contaminates. 
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Figure 2.3-1 

Fresh Air 

Exhaust Air 

Figure 2.3-2 

-Fresh Air

- Exhaust Air

The disadvantages are: it does not work as well in highly toxic atmospheres 
where the source of the toxicity is close to the work area; and it must have an inlet and 
outlet in the space or adequate ductwork must be available to ventilate all portions of 
the 5eace. Ductwork should be kept as short as possible, be kept as straight as possible 
avoiding sharp bends and be airtignt (including connections). Also, it is prone to short 
circuiting (Figure 2.3-3) and care must be taken to avoid recirculating contaminated 
exhaust back into the space (Figure 2.3-4). 
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Figure 2.3-3 Figure 2.3-4 

- Fresh Air

- Exhaust Air

Determination of Ventilation Requirements 

There are a number of factors which must be taken into consideration when 
determining the ventilation requirements of a space. The factors are: 

The size of area to be ventilated must be determined by calculation of the cubic 
footage of the space. 

The number and location of openings will determine the placement of fans and, 
if multiple fans are required, whether they need to be used individually or in series. 
Leakage to the ambient atmosphere is also a consideration and any unnecessary 
openings should be closed to prevent leakage. This includes covering any openings, 
dosing doors or using plugs. 

Any restrictions in the space can have adverse effects on the flow of air in the 
space. As such, any baffles, equipment and any other items which will restrict air flow 
or create "dead spots" must be identified and compensated for by the use of additional 
fans, ducting or other means as appropriate. 

The type of material to be vented will determine fan placement and ventilation 
method. Whether the vapors are heavier, equal to or lighter than air and the 
concentration of the vapors need to be determined. 

The capacity and configuration of ventilating equipment must be determined 
to calculate the minimum purge time for a space and also to determine if the equipment 
will be able to ventilate the space in a timely manner. The air flow in cubic feet per 
minute (CFM) must be known as well as other factors, such as whether the unit is hose 
adaptable. 
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Calculating ventilation requirements 

Nomographs (Figures 2.3-5 and 2.3-6) are line charts used to determine the 
minimum purging time required for a space. It is important to remember that these values 
are only theoretical approximations with safety margins included. The blower capacities 
shown are based on one to two 90 degree bends and 15 feet of hose. 

When using these charts, the following steps are followed;. 

1) 
2) 

3) 

100 

200 

300 

400 

500 

600 

700 

900 

1000 

Place a straight edge on the Con.fined Space Volume Oeft scale); 
Place the other end of the straight edge on the Blower Capacity (right 
scale); 
Read the minimum required purge time (in minutes) from the diagonal 
scale. 

Figure 2.3-5 
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Figure 2.3-6 
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The manual calculation method may also be used to determine how long you 
need to ventilate the space in minutes (f) to accomplish 1 change of air. The formula to 
determine this is; 

T=Cubic footage of space/ CFM of blower unit 

To determine the ftow rate (Q) in cubic feet per minute required to achieve a 
desired number of air changes per hour (NACH) in a given space, the following formula 
should be used; 

Q-(NACH x cubic footage of space) / 60 min. per hr. 

Additional formulas and examples can be found in the appendix to this unit. 
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VENTILATION CALCULATIONS 

l) Determine the flow rate {Q) required to achieve 20 air changes per houi (ACH)
in en un-:lerground lift station 20 ff. high. 40 n. long. ona 20 ft wide.

I EQUATION! 

20 ACH • Q x 60 min/hr 
16.000 ttl 

Q • 20 AC/Hr x 16.000 tt3 

60mins/tn 

a 5.333 rt>/mln lANSl 

N QxOO 
·-wr-

N • Nos. of ACH 
Q■VentilolionAowRoteCCFM) 
60 • Constant (mins/hrs) 

Vol • Spoce VOiume (�) 
N •20 
Q •? 

Vol• 20'x40'x20'• 16.00J tt.3

2) A permit-required confined space 20'x30'xl0' In size IS found to hove on initial
concentration of 250 parts per milUon (ppm) of carbon monoxide. How long wiH lt
toke to lower the concentration to 50 ppm using o portable ventilation unit with a
flow rate of 1000 etm?

jEQUATION! t•-2.303 (�) x log(�)

t=•2.303x/ 6.000 ft, \ x log/ 50 ppm) 
\ 1.000 tt5/minJ \256 ppm 

t• 9.6 mJns. JANS i 

t • time (minutes) 
Vol • space VOiume (ftl) 
Q • ventilation flow rote (CFM) 
c, • initial contaminant 

concentrot!on (ppm) 
C

2 • final contaminant
concentration (ppm) 

t.? 

Vol• 20'x30'x 10· .. 6.000 ft3 
c,-�50ppm 
C�•50ppm 
Q• l.OOOctm 
-2.303 • constant

3) What will be the concentration of hydrogen sulflde CH,S> offer 20 minutes of
purging a cylindrical tonk (40' high with o 10' diameter)? The lnltlOI concentration Is
200 ppm and the ventilation rate Is 800 efm.

I EQUATION I c,-c, x e( �r) 
C, • lnlflCII contaminant concentration 
C2 • flnol contaminant concentration 
e • Jnverse natural log 
Q • venfflatlon flow rat• (CFM> 
t • time (rnnutes> 
Vol • space volume (ftl) 

C,•200ppm 
C,•?. 
e • lnverae natural log 
Q•800fpm 
t•20mlN. 
Vol• space volume (ftl) • 40' X TT X 1)2 • 40' X 3.14 X 100 • ,4Qx 78.5 • 3140 ,ta 

� 4 

C2 • 200 ppm X 8 ( 8(XJ fP/mfn X 20 mfN) 
3.136 rf3 

- 200 s:,pm )C •• �,

C2 • 1.2ppm (ANS!
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Confined Space Rescue Hazards 

Space isolation 

Space isolation prevents hazards from entering the space while people are inside. 
These hazards can take many forms and are introduced in a number ofways. There are 
a number of hazards that can present a problem in confined space situations. These 
include liquids, gases, solids, mechanical and electrical. Therefore, different methods 
need to be made available to prevent these hazards from entering the space. 

In most cases, the space should be isolated before your arrival. These techniques 
are common practice in situations where permits are in effect. In any case, the space 
must be isolated. Be sure of this before committing personnel into the space. 

In the extremely rare situations where it is not possible to isolate the space (such 
as sewer systems), take every precaution to monitor for the unexpected release of a 
hazard into the space. An example would be to station personnel at various �ints of 
the sewer system to monitor for a rise in liquid level or introduction of a hazardous 
material (such as an industrial discharge). 

OSHA isolation procedure 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration has developed a six step 
procedure for ensuring a space is properly isolated for safe entry. 

• Prepare for shutdown. Determine energy type and control methods.
• Shut down the equipment Use the normal stopping proc�d-..ac if possible.
• Isolate the equipment This includes ALL sources -both primary and

secondary energy sources.
• Apply lockout, tagout and/or bleed/block devices.
• Control stored energy. This includes bleeding off pressure in lines etc.
• Verify equipment isolation.

Methods of space isolation 

Lockout/tagout is used for all types of hazards. It prevents valves or switches 
from being opened; utilizes locks, chains, lockout hasps, circuit breaker lockouts, ball 
valve lockouts, valve covers, plug locks and warning tags (See Figure 2.4-1). 
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Figure 2.4-1 
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Bleed/block or blank/blind is used on piping that carries liquids, flowable solids and 
gases. It uses blind flanges, removal of sections of pipe and bleeding materials from the 
piping and is sometimes used in combination witn lockout/ tagout (See Figure 2.4-2) 

Lin• Blind 

PROCESS 
VESSEL 

OR 
TANK 

Figure 2.4-2 
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A
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I or run to • Nf'• ■l'N, •• approprl■M.
I 

I I 
� Cont■ f,ner

If it is not possible to lockout or bleed/block a line or device, a person should be 
stationed at the switches and/ or valves to ensure they are not twned on. The best 
policy in this situation is to use fire deparbnent personnel with a clear policy set on 
who can order that a line or device be opened or turned on. 
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Confined Space Rescue Hazards 

Psychological aspects of confined space rescue 

Entering confined spaces in an emergency can be one of the most dangerous and 
stress£ul situations any firefighter can encount�. Physical constraints and the various 
hazards that may be encountered in many spaces can easily aeate stress in any 
firefighter. While this is normal, in fact helpfitl in some ways, an abnormal level of fear 
can be dangerous. 

This lesson desaibes the major psychological reactions commonly .faced in 
confined space situations and desaibes techniques that will alleviate and, in some 
cases, take advantage of these reactions. 

Psychological terms 

There are three basic psychological reactions that can come into play with both 
rescuers and victims in a confined space situation. An understanding of these reactions 
will help you comprehend what is happening, how severe the situation is and how these 
reactions can be controlled. These three reactions are anxiety, phobia and panic. 

Anxiety is a distress or an uneasiness of the mind or a reaction when you feel 
danger from a person, object, situation or impulse. Normal anxiety is productive. It 
helps you survive. Excess anxiety can become aippling and aeate even greater hazards. 

An example: you are at a fire scene and you observe a partial collapse of the 
structure. After the collapse, you observe a group of .firefighters stantlii-� n1tA;; -�o a wall 
that has become unstable and might fall at any moment. You yell to the firefighters to get 
out of the way before the wall falls. This fear and the resulting behavior probably saved 
their lives. 

Another example is you have a disagreement with your company officer and 
have an impulse to tell him/her off. Your stomach gets a tight feeling and you realize the 
consequences of losing your temper. You back down and save yourself some 
embarrassment and possibly a reprimand. 

Phobias are a persistent fear of a situation or an object in which the level of fear 
is not proportional to its actual seriousness. Specifically, claustrophobia is an abnormal 
fear of a dosed or confined space. 

Fear or anxiety of real hazards would not be considered abnormal. In a confined 
space, the fear of beirig stuck in a space that is too small for your body is normal. Fear 
of being stuck in a space that is more than large enough for your body size might not be 
considered normal. 

Panic is a sudden terror or an unreasoning, infectious and uncontrollable fear. 
Panic may be the result of anxie9' aeated by _the particular phobia. Symptoms of panic
include accelerating anxiety, difficulty breathing, stress associated physical symptoms 
and, on occasion, hallucinations. 
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An example of panic is: you are 100 feet into a 24 inch sewer pipe and you begin 
to feel your breath becoming labored. You feel like you are running out of air even though 
you are wearing a supplied air respirator and the flow is ample. The walls of the pipe 
feel as though they are closing in on you when in fact they are not Your anxiety level 
dramatically increases and a sudden, intense fear overcomes you. Your urge to get out as 
fast as possible becomes overwhelming. 

Causes of fear in confined spaces 

There are both biological and psychological reasons why fear occurs. An 
understanding of these factors can help in its control. Cummt research indicates each 
person has a different physical and psychological makeup and, therefm'.e, each rescuer 
should be aware of their individual limitations. Training, good physical conditioning and 
psychological control methods are the best preparations for confined space entry. 

Biological causes of fear 

Good physical condition reduces the production of sodium lactate, an anxiety 
producing chemical. This chemical can produce an anxiety attack which could lead to a 
dangerous state of panic. Some ingested chemicals, like caffeine, can also increase 
anxiety levels in some people. This could produce the same results as sodium lactate. 

Psychological causes of fear 

Subconscious forces - psychoanalysts believe phobias are carried over from 
memories and imaginations from childhood. A child being stuck in a small space may 
create a conscious or subconscious fear of confined spaces that could last a lifetime. A 
person may not even be aware that this fear exists. The person then a�oi�i:; ihe threat 
(i.e. training evolution or rescue situation) by acting defensively. This defensive behavior 
relieves the anxiety and then tends to be repeated (learned). 

Personality disorders / pathological or abnormal behaviors • indicates that pre 
and post employment psychological screening by a competent specialist could be 
advantageous. 

Psychological control techniques 

Experience has shown that combining training and psychological control 
techniques can either identify a problem or help the person overcome the problem. 
Behavioral training involves direct exposure to the phobic situation by progressively 
exposing the individual to more difficult situations. Expression of anxieties (recognizing 
your fears) by both the instructors and students assists in dealing with the fear. Benefits 
of this method are that it helps evaluate people involved, shows people their limitations 
and may help individuals overcome their limitations. 

Some individuals may avoid this type of training. This may indicate confined 
space related-anxiety. ff this is the case, this avoidance may reinforce the phobia and as 
such this person may not be suitable for confined space work. Individuals that develop 
avoidance patterns should be encouraged and helped by others to enter the phobic 
situation in a safe training environment and do it in manageable steps. 
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Contextual therapy is a six point program for phobia-related anxiety control. 
This tedmique is used when you are actually in the pliobic situation and need to control 
the fear. The six points are: 

• Expect, allow and accept that fear will arise.
• When fear comes wait, let it be. Take one step at a time. Create a goal.
• Focus your attention on the rescue.
• Label any fear responses 1-10. This helps analyze the anxiety by making you

an outside observer.
• Learn to function with a level of fear and learn to appreciate it This is seH-

preserving and keeps you alert.
• Allow and accept that the fear will reappear. Be prepared.

Confined space rescue is dangerous and stressful for emergency responders. 
Combining training in confined spaces with the proper equipment and techniques, as 
well as the accepted psychological responses and controf methods are the best known 
methods of assuring a safe outcome to a rescue with a minimum of risk to all involved. 
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Knot Practical Skills 

Name: __________ _ 

Ind ividual Knots: 

Simple Figure of 8 

Figure of 8 on Bight 

Figure of 8 Follow Through Loop 

Figure of 8 Bend - Join 2 Ropes 

Double Loop Figure of 8 

In Line Figure 8 Loop 

Double Fisherman 

Prusik Hitch 

Overhand Knot 

Safety Knot (Half Obi. Fisherman) 

Munter Hitch 

Square Knot 

Butterfly Knot 

Wristlet Knot 

Water Knot 

Mariner's Knot 

Date: __ / _/ __ 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete I Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete I Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / lncomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 

Complete / Incomplete 
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Edge protection and rollers 

Used to protect rope and webbing when in contact with sharp or �brasive edge. 
Included are canvas pads, wrap around edge guards, short pieces of hose and 
rollers. 

Mechanical advantage systems 
i-

Mechanical advantage systems are used to move objects in one oi7more of three 
different directions. A raising system is the most common use of mechanical advantage 
systems. Lowering systems are sometimes needed to lower rescuers or equipment in the 
space. Systems for ·horizontal movement are normally used to overcome fr.iction or when 
long hauls are anticipated. 

Mechanical advantage equipment 

Site constructed systems: use standard rope rescue equipment, such as rope, 
pulleys, webbing, carabiners and the like; some parts may be pre-rigged to save setup 
time. These systems can be constructed to meet the needs of the situation at hand, such 
as the location of the pulley system, change of direction and anchor points. They can 
also be used in combination with other equipment (tripods, A frames etc.). 

Manufactured systems: 

Power winch: should NEVER be used for rescue because the power and speed 
may injure victim or rescuers. 

Tripod winch: uses gear drive to gain mechanical advantage; simple<to use - a 
hand crank allows for single person operation; its use is limited to those 
situations where a tripod can be used. 

Tube winch: has the same gear drive system as the tripod winch but has� 
extension tube with a change of direction; this allows the winch operator to 
stand the length of the tube away from the lift point; can be used with a tripod 
or as an independent device. 

Rope systems: available from various manufacturers; these systems include built 
in friction brake devices and some have a fall protection option; some are pre
rigged for faster setup and some designs require less rope than normal 
mechanical advantage systems; this makes them work well where long lifts are 
anticipated. 

Calculating Mechanical Advantage 

In order to determine the required mechanical advantage needed for a particular 
situation, there are two factors which must be considered; the weight to be lifted and the 
distance of lift. 

. . .  ,....,, 
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o-,,�termine weight to be lifted 

The amount of force needed to lift an object is theoretically proportional to the 
�echanical advantage system used. Because of other forces such as friction, there. will be 
a .slight (in most cases) difference between theoretical and actual. 

Example: To lift a 200 pound object using a 1:1 mechanical advantage system, 
200 pounds of force will be necessary. The use of a 4:1 system will require 50 
pounds of force. 

Because it •s desirable to keep the amount of effort needed by the haul team at a 
�asonable level, many teams calculate their systems based on a force required of the 
h.aul team at 50 lbs. ·to 100 lbs. 

�ermine length of lift 

u!!Sed. 
The length of rope necessary is proportional to the mechanical advantage system 

Example: A lift or run of 50 feet using a 1:1 system will require 50 feet of rope. 
The use of a 4:1 system will require 200 feet of rope. Remember, in order to lift 
the object 50 feet while using a 4:1 system, you will also have to pull 200 feet of 
rope through the system. 

Because of the need for working slack and extra for stretch in vertical systems, 
�e length of rope needed = (MA + 1) x length of lift. So, a lift of 50 feet with a 4:1 
�stem requires 250 feet of rope (4:1 + 1 = 5 times 50 feet = 250 feet of rope). 
-nt:,is calculation becomes critical because if your longest rope is 200 feet, it would not be 
pc:::,ssible to construct this system for this length of lift. Because of tl-.is, '!..'!��=-, �"le 
tnt....inimum mechanical advantage system necessary. You can always add to it if necessary 
or-J if you do not have enough rope to construct even a minimal workable system, use an 
al --:temate like the "piggyback system", which is described later. 

c�nstructing mechanical advantage systems 

A::atchors 

Anchors may be a single (backed up) point or a system (self equalizing and 
o�-directional). Anchor points should be '"bomb proof' (a point that will not move
w :.ten subjected to the expected and unexpected loads). Examples of comm.only used
ar-.ch.or points include:

• Trees
• Fire trucks
• Boulders
• Picket holdfast
• Structural I beam
• Heavy, well anchored equipment
• Other heavy, well anchored objects
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Load Relationships on Anchor Points 

As th� angle increases, the load on the anchor system multiplies (Figure 3.3-1). 
Because of this, it is very important in multiple anchor point systems and highlines. 

1 ........... 

llg1111IO' , 1 •, •, • 

100DtLk•_,, •••••• 

.... , ..

ma.11111.m1aa11 •••• : • • •• 
-•eo· 

11J t, ..... Oft elll:tl f I a■ ■ I e t I I ■a I • I 

....... 

......... ..., ...... . 
-•o· 

Pulley Systems 

e 3.3-1 

The pulley system selected will depend on the amount of weight to be moved, the 
available personnel, the equipment available and the system configuration necessary for 
the particular site. Some mechanical advantage systems will be given 2 examples: a 
"simple" system and a "compound" system (Figures 3.3-6 through 3.3-12). 

A rule of thumb in constructing systems that may help is that the terminal (knot) 
end of the rope will be at the load end of the odd (3:1, 5:1 etc.) systems. Even (2:1, 4:1 
etc.) systems will have the terminal (knot) end of the rope at the anchor end of the 
system. 

The mechanical advantage of a simple system is determined by counting the 
number of ropes attached to the load (Figure 3.3-4). 

Figure 3.3-4 

1 2 3 4 

LOAD 
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A compound system is made by using 2 or more systems together. When 
combining mechanical advantage systems, the numbers are multiplied. For example, if 
you pull a 3:1 system with a 2:1 system, the result would be 3 times 2, which is a 6:1 
system. 

One of the quickest ways to convert a lowering system to a raising system and 
back again is to use a ''piggyback" system (Figure 3.3-5). This is a mechanical advantage 
system that iS attached to the main line. It has its own anchor and can be pre-made for 
quick deployment when needed. A 4:1 piggyback requires 50 feet of rope, 2 pulleys, a 
gibbs or prusiks, 2 carabiners and anchor hardware and software. 

Figure 3.3-5 

4:1 Piggyback System 

Load 

An "inchworm"is a short, simple 5:1 system that is used inside a space to pull a 
load {such as a victim). The inchworm is attached to the tag line in the same manner that 
the piggyback system is attached. 

In any event, it must be remembered that, regardless of the hauling system 
selected, ALL victim and rescuer oriented lines require a belay or secondary line 
with safeties! 

104 

Figures 3.3-6 to 3.3-12 

Simple 2:1 System 
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Simple :3:1 "'Z1' System 

Simple 3:1 System 

Load 

Simple 4:1 System 

LOAD 

Compound 4:1 System 

Load 
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Simple 5:1 System 

Load 

Compound 6:1 System 
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Confined Space Rescue Equipment 
Introduction 

In a confined space rescue situation, the mechanical advantage systems 
desmoed in the last lesson will need to be attached to some object. Because many of 
these situations require a vertical removal, an anchor point above the opening will be 
necessary. 

Confined spaces such as manholes, silos, pits and other outside type spaces 
have no anchor above the opening so it is necessary to provide one. The use of 
manufactured and improvised tripods, ladder A frames, gin poles and other ladder 
configurations can accomplish this goal. The configuration of the site, requirements of the 
rescue and available equipment will determine which of the methods shown in this 
lesson is the most appropriate. 

Tripods 

Tripods are devices with three legs that are used in vertical rescue situations to 
provide an anchor point directly over the opening to a confined space. This device can 
either be a manufactured type or one that is constructed using locally or site available 
materials. In either case, when setting up a tripod it is important to remember that the 
stability of the tripod is dependent on the appropriate leg span, which is 1 / 3 of the 
height of the tripod. 

Manufactured tripods: typical sizes are up to 12 feet high with a span of up to 
10 feet depending on the manufacturer; many are set up for mechanical winch or 
rope system use and fold up and collapse to a smaller size for storage and 
carrying; because they are engineered they are tested and rated ior load capacity. 

Improvised tripods: typically made from timbers and rope. Because they can, at 
times, be made of bulky and heavy materials, they must in some cases be made 
on site; tend to not be as convenient as manufactured tripods and are not tested 
for load capacity. 

Ladder rescue systems 

There are occasions where using a tripod is not practical (or one is not available) 
and overhead anchors are not available. In these cases, ladder rescue systems should 
allow you to create overhead anchors in a variety of situations and space configurations. 
Some common configurations include: A Frame, Ladder Gin (Open Field or Against a 
Vehicle (or other solia object), Leaning Ladder, Ladder Rig Oib) and Cantilever Ladder. 
A ladder gin and A frame are shown in Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2. 
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The ladder gin (Figure 3.4-1) is one of the most useful ladder rescue systems. It 
r�es minimal equipment and personnel, is quickly rigged, and has numerous rescue 
applications. A ladcler gin is an upright spar which is supported at the top to keep it in 
a near vertical position and is equipped with a mechanical advantage rig for hoisting. 
The ladder gin is normally formed with-a ground or aerial ladder. 

Ladder gin 
Figure 3.4-1 

Cove Hitch 
or 

figure 8 on a Bight 

Cuy Line---+ 

Ground ladders used for ladder gin rigging must satisfy NFP A standards for fire 
service ladders (Standard #1931 and #1932). A 12 to 16' straight ladder is best for 
light loads. The shorter extension ladders can also be used. 

A mechanical advantage rigging system and a safety line are assembled and 
attached to the ladder gin before raising if possible. 

Guy lines are rigged to hold the ladder vertical or near vertical. One rope serves 
as both the guy line and the sling point for the mechanical advantage system. Each clove 
hitch or figure eight on a bight is placed under the top rung from the back side of the 
ladder and then placed over the tips. 
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Guy lines should be formed with lifeline ropes and shouJd be positioned at the 
best angle to support the vertical ladder. Guy lines can be adjusted to best support the 
ladder. Three anchor points are necessary, one for each guy line and one for the butt of 
the ladder. 

The ladder gin can be used to lift or lower vertically, such as when lifting a load 
ofl a victim or when raising a victim out of a space. With proper equipment, the ladder 
gin could bring an injured patient out a window. The only restriction is your imagination 
coupled with common sense. 

Generally, 12' to 16' straight ladders are rated at a maximum loading of 400 to 
500 lbs. The ladder should be rigged at a proper climbing angle. The strength of the 
ladder gin is based upon the transfer of the load to the ground via the beams of the 
ladders. All loads must remain within the beams. The system will not accept side

loading. 

Guy Jines support the ladder only and do not support the lifted load. Improper 
rigging, excessive loamng, or poor ladder angles will transfer excessive load to the 
anchors or will cause excessive loading at right angles to the ladders' beams. 

All loading must occur within the beams of the ladder. If this is a problem, the 
use of directional pulleys at the base of the ladder will allow the hauling crew to move to 
one side. The higher the load is raised, the more the load is increased on the system. 

A ladder gin can also be rigged off a vehicle. The five basic components of a 
standard ladder gin (ladder, mechanical advantage rig, safety line, guy line, and 
anchors) are still present. Remember, the ladder gin has very little sideways stability. 
Keep the load ano. all pulling in front of the Jadd�r ne21.r the tip. 

Ladder A frame 

An 'A frame' ladder rigging (Figure 3.4-2) can also be assembled for specialized 
rescue applications. Two ladders are positioned in a 'A' formation and lashed together. 
Guy lines and a raising line are assembled to work inside the center area of the ladders. 
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CloveHiech 
or 

Fipn 8 on a Biglit 

Figure 3.4-2 

CloveHitch 
or 

fipre8on a Bight 

A mechanical advantage 3:1 or 4:1 ladder rig system is put in place along with a 
safety line. Anchor pickets secure the rigging in the upright position. 

Another frequent1y used method involves the use of two ropes. The ladders are 
lashed together at the tips using 1 inch tubular webbing. Each rope is then attached to 
the top of the A frame using a figure eight folJow through loop or a double loop figure 
eight. A sling of 1 inch tubular webbing is then constructed by creati.�g -� bop (as is 
made for anchors) around a beam on each side. 
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Unit3 

Confined Space Rescue Equipment 

Lesson 5: Harnesses 
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Confined Space Rescue Equipment 

Hamesses 

In confined space rescue, hamesses are used by the iescuer to provide a body 
attachment for retrieval lines and other accessory items, such as air lines and 
communication lines. All hamesses used by the fire service should be in compliance 
with NFPA 1983 Fire Service Life Safety Rope, Harness ancl Hardware. There are 
three classes of life safety harnesses used by the fire service: 

Cius I: harness that.fasten around waist and around the the thighs or under 
the buttocks: designed for emergency escape with a one person load. 

Class Il: harness that fasten around the waist and around the thighs or under 
buttocks: designed for rescue where two person loads may be encountered. 

Class Ill: harness that fasten around the waist, around the thighs or under 
buttocks and over the shoulders; designed for rescue where two-person loads 
may be encountered and inverting may occur. Class III harnesses may consist 
of one or more parts. This is the primary harness used in confined space 
rescue. 

Construction of manufactured harnesses 

NFPA 1983 requires that harnesses for fire service use be manufactured to 
meet certain requirements. Specifically, these construction and tez,.fut� .r�4.uirements 
include testing of the harness assembly to meet the criteria specified in the standard. 
Both static and dynamic testing is required and the specific tests to be performed is 
based on the harness type. 

Site constructed full body harness 

In confined space rescue, there may be occasions where it is either not possible 
or practical to remove a victim using a manufactured harness. Situations where this 
might occur would include where there is not enough time to have a harness sent 
into the space or where the physical constraints of the space will not allow a victim 
to be placed into a conventional manufactured harness. 

In cases such as these, the use of a site prepared harness may be a viable 
altemative. While there are a number of ways to construct a site made harness, the 
one shown in this course (Figure 3.5-1) was chosen because of its simple construction 
and minimal equipment requirements. 
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Figure 3.5-1 

Site Constructed Full Body Harness 

1 2 a 

This harness is constructed of 20 feet of 1 or 2 inch webbing and can easily be 
put on a victim in either a standing or lying down. 
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Unit3 

Confined Space Rescue Equipment 

Lesson 6: Victim Packaging and Removal 
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Confined Space Rescue Equipment 

Patient removal devices 
When selecting a patient removal device in a confined space environment, great 

care must be taken to ensure the device meets the needs of the particular situation. 

There are a number of factors to take into consideration when selecting a device; 
including victim condition and injuries, internal configuration of the space and 
configuration of the egress route. It is not unusual for sacrifices to be made against one 
factor because of the requirements of another factor. An example would be using a 
device with less spinal immobilization because tight internal configurations require a 
more bendable device. 

There are two types of devices: harness and stretcher types. Harness devices 
tend to be quicker and easier to use, are easier to get through tight spaces and around 
bends and are easy to transport. Some provide partial spinal immobilization (such as 
the ISP half.back™) while others provide none (such as a standard full body harness or 
wristlets). Stretcher devices are more bulky and, therefore, more difficult (if not 
impossible) to use in some spaces but they provide a much greater level of victim 
protection. Examples of commonly used stretcher devices include the basket type 
stretcher, SKEDTM, Miller board™ and Res-Q-Mate™. 

O\oosing the proper device must be based on the requirements of the rescue, 
equipment availability and the knowledge of the rescuer. 

Securing victims in stretcher type devices 

Each device has its own requirements with regard to the specific yacl<aging 
procedures to follow. It is very important that you be trained in the use of the devices 
that your department utilizes. 

If you are using any stretcher type device, it is important that the victim be 
secured within the stretcher in a manner that the weight of the victim will be supported. 
The method used to accomplish this will depend on the stretcher used and the condition 
of the victim. The most common method of supporting a victim in a stretcher is by using 
foot supports (Figure 3.6-1 and 3.6-2). This method is acceptable if there are no leg 
injuries which would preclude their use. 

The method shown in Figure 3.6-1 is used in low angle and head up type 
evacuations. The method shown in Figure 3.6-2 is used where the stretcher will need to 
be brought up in a vertical position feet first. While this is the least desirable way to 
verticalfy evacuate a victim there are situations where it will be unavoidable. 
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Figure 3.6-1 

Horizontal or Head Up Evacuations 

Figure 3.6-3 

Horizontal, Head Up or Feet Up Evacuations 

Half Hitch 

Over Each Foot 
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If the victim cannot be secured using foot supports (such as because of a leg 
injury), a harness support assembly (Figure 3.6-4) can be quickly fashioned from a 20 -

30 foot piece of webbing. This assembly will provide support in the hip area and 
reduce or eliminate pressure on the legs. As noted in the diagram, this hamess can 
either be tied off to the sides of the stretcher or the ends can be tied together to form a 
seat harness. This method is also used as a secondary tie in to the stretcher and can be 
connected to the belay line for an additional safety. 

Figure3.6-4 

TlldToSldM 
Of Streicher 

OR 

TledToSkln 

Of Stretcher 

When using a wire basket type stretcher for a head or feet first evacuation, 
attachment to the main and belay lines is accomplished in one of two possible ways: 
use of a manufactured stretcher spider or by weaving a rope (or webbing) around the 
stretcher rail. This is accomplished by tying a girth hitch on the rail at the foot (for a 
head first evacuation or at the head for a feet first evacuation) and weaving the rope 
around the rail. When the opposite end of the stretcher is reached the ends are tied 
togeather using a figure eight bend - join two ropes (or a water knot for webbing). 
This method is preferred to attachment to the rails because tN stress is distributed 
around the entire stretcher instead of centered on one small area. 

For any other type of packaging device, use the method and materials 
recommended by the manufacturer. 
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